


As we move forward, we want to celebrate the work of all 
those who have helped build the JOOLA legacy into what 
it is today by preserving the classic logo as the JOOLA 
Legacy logo. This logo, which has represented JOOLA since 
1952, symbolizes our brand’s heritage and will continue to 
be used on select JOOLA legacy products, including some 
rubbers, textiles, and other products.

LEGACY LOGO 

NEW LOGO

Michael Bachtler begins his 
40 year stretch as CEO

Production of the first table 
tennis tables in Germany

Official table for the
Atlanta Olympic Games

Official table for the 
Athens Olympic Games

JOOLA launches 
new logo

Sport Squad, Inc. acquires the 
JOOLA brand

Official table for the
Sydney Olympic Games

JOOLA North American
tour begins

JOOLA was founded by Karl Frey, the former owner of the department store group, Fr. Th. Jooss, located in Landau, Germany. 
The sports department of Jooss was involved in the production of the first table tennis tables in 1952. By 1954, table tennis 
production became an independent department within the group. In the 1950’s, it was common to combine the names of 
companies and cities, which is how the JOOLA brand name came to be – a combination of Jooss and Landau. 

After tremendous success and popularity, JOOLA established itself as an independent company and relocated to Godramstein 
in 1963. The company experienced exponential growth and quickly reached production capacity in its new location, despite 
taking over additional buildings. In 1973, JOOLA opened its Siebeldingen campus, which features an 1800m2 production 
facility, 1200m2 of warehousing space, and 700m2 of office space. The Siebeldingen campus is still being used today as the 
home of JOOLA’s European Headquarter. 

In 1979, Michael Bachtler, managing director of JOOLA since 1968, took over the company as CEO. He oversaw major 
milestones such as becoming the official table sponsor for the 1996 Atlanta, 2000 Sydney and 2004 Athens Summer Games. 
In 2018, Michael Bachtler announced his plans for succession and that the JOOLA brand will be acquired by its long-time 
distributing partner in the USA – Sport Squad, Inc. 

In 2019 JOOLA was acquired by their North American partner, Sport Squad, Inc. under the leadership of Richard Lee, President 
of the company. JOOLA and Sport Squad, Inc. have been partners since 2006, when Sport Squad, Inc. became the North 
American distributor for the JOOLA brand.

HISTORY
At the beginning of 2020, JOOLA has proclaimed "The new Era" with the 
introduction of the new Trinity logo. With the tradition of almost 70 years 
of company history, the accumulated experience and table tennis know-
how behind us, we set out to inspire and excite table tennis players from 

all over the world. We invite you to become part of Team JOOLA and 
continue our history.

THE NEW ERA
TIME TO MAKE HISTORY
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JOOLA Precision Line rubbers feature specialized, pips-out rubbers to meet the playing needs of the modern 
defensive player.

JOOLA Premium Line rubbers are the best of the best and utilize the latest state-of-the-art technologies. These 
rubbers are used by professionals in the pinnacle of the sport.

JOOLA Progressive Line rubbers are well-suited for entry-level players who want to get serious about 
learning the game. These forgiving rubbers offer high controllability to make perfecting your technique easy.

JOOLA Professional Line rubbers incorporate innovative technologies to meet the needs of the modern table tennis 
player looking for that something extra to compete at the professional level.

JOOLA Performance Line rubbers are tried and true favorites. These high-quality rubbers possess proven 
characteristics that are favored amongst all competitive players.

From top-of-the-line rubbers utilized by Team 
JOOLA’s professional athletes to forgiving, budget-
friendly rubbers used by entry-level players, the 
JOOLA rubber collection offers something suitable 
for players at every level. We’ve categorized our 
rubbers to help you easily find the right JOOLA 
rubber for your game.

JOOLA RUBBERS 

RUBBERS J O O L A  R U B B E R  L I N E S
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*Please reference page 24 for a complete over view of our JOOLA rubber ratings.

As our rubber technology has advanced to include a wider range of sponge 
treatments, pimple geometries, topsheet specifications, and more, JOOLA's 

product development team no longer feels that the previous method of denoting 
rubber hardness solely by sponge density provides an accurate representation 

of our rubbers.

In an effort to comprehensively summarize the overall feel of the rubbers, JOOLA will 
be moving to a qualitative scale of Soft, Medium-Soft, Medium, Medium-Hard, and 

Hard. This new rating system takes all variables into consideration and we believe it 
will make it easier for players to find the right JOOLA rubbers for their game.

This type of pimple geometry was specifically designed 
to provide lots of control. Utilizing thinner pimples with 
larger gaps in between each pimple, this structure 
creates more of a cushion. In return, the trajectory of 
the ball is higher and the ball feedback is more intense.

JOOLA has made the decision to cease using the old numerical system of rubber rating. We believe that our new classification 
system is easier to understand and that an exact classification into very precise ratings is impossible and highly subjective.

We will keep the traditional categories of playing features, but classification now has only 4 levels.

This type of pimple geometry was created to increase 
spin and speed potential. Featuring wider pimples 
with smaller gaps, the tighter pip structure creates a 
harder topsheet for a flatter ball trajectory and more 
direct force.

This type of pimple design is a great example of how the 
pimples and sponge work together. It uses smaller pimples in 
conjunction with a thicker sponge (max+) to create a massive 
ball rebound effect that results in increased dynamics for your 
game. Experience spin and speed on a new level!

SURFACE TECHNOLOGY

PIPS GEOMETRY

SPONGE TECHNOLOGY

RUBBER RATINGS

Sponge Trajectory

SOFT GEOMETRY
(Small Pips, Big Spacing)

HARD GEOMETRY
(Wide Pips, Small Spacing)

DYNAMIC GEOMETRY
(Smaller Pips, Thicker Sponge)

The JOOLA Balance is a fine-pored sponge that offers great control 
value and produces shots with a flatter arch.

The vibrant purple of the Hyper Bounce Sponge symbolizes the intensity 
this sponge brings to your game. This ground-breaking sponge has 
been engineered to possess massive amounts of potential energy, 
which is released upon ball contact to create explosive power for each 
and every attack.

The JOOLA Tensity is a large-pored sponge that utilizes its air pockets 
like a spring to harness and reflect elastic potential energy back into 
the ball to create a high catapult effect.

The JOOLA Momentum is a medium-pored sponge that utilizes elastic 
potential energy to offer direct power and high-piercing force for longer 
trajectory shots. 

Bigger Dispersion

Exit angleDispersion

Medium Dispersion Smaller Dispersion Smaller Dispersion

Enhanced Traction Surface 
technology enhances dynamic 
friction between the ball and 
the rubber to allow players 
to deliver controlled hits and 
spins.

The tacky Ultra-Traction 
Surface allows you to play an 
extremely precise game. The 
sticky topsheet allows you 
to passively slow down the 
ball or use a strong stroke to 
create extreme spin.

The optimized energy efficiency 
ensures that everything you 
invest in your stroke also arrives 
on the other side. Rotation and 
precision are at the limit.

The tacky Ultra-Traction 
Surface allows you to 
play an extremely precise 
game. The sticky topsheet 
allows you to passively 
slow down the ball or use 
a strong stroke to create 
extreme spin.
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THE BEST OF

ASIAN STYLE

THE BEST OF 
EUROPEAN STYLE

NEW

DYNARYZ ZGR
The DYNARYZ ZGR is the groundbreaking and long-awaited fusion bet-
ween a tacky and extremely grippy surface structure, and a spring-loa-
ded powerful sponge. Combining the very best elements of table tennis 
rubber production, this exceptional rubber is a unique merging of Hyper 
Traction Surface and Hyper Bounce Sponge, giving players an expanded 
range of playing gears, and the ability to reach new thresholds of spin 
production and dynamic power. The rubber table tennis players have al-
ways desired is finally here, raise your game with the DYNARYZ ZGR!

The vibrant purple of the Hyper Bounce Sponge symbolizes the 
intensity this sponge brings to your game. This ground-breaking 
sponge has been engineered to possess massive amounts of 
potential energy, which is released upon ball contact to create 
explosive power for each and every attack.

The optimized energy efficiency ensures that everything you in-
vest in your stroke reaches the other side. Rotation and precisi-
on are at the limit and increase the difficulty for your opponents.

ASIAN STYLE 
TOPRUBBER

MAXIMUM ROTATION

MAXIMUM SPEED

EUROPEAN STYLE 
SPONGE

EFFICIENT

FEELFUL

GRIPPY

DYNAMIC

PRECISE

CATAPULAR

THE VISION: A rubber that combines the advantages of Asian and European 
offensive rubbers. Extract the strengths from 2 worlds and create a new reality!

2.0/max+                      
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NEW

DYNARYZ incorporates the next generation Hyper Bounce sponge 
 that is engineered to the maximum speed glue effect. Coupled 
 with the Advanced Surface (AS) Traction technology, the  increased 
dwell-time gives the ability to command every shot.
 
With DYNARYZ, you’ll be ready to DETHRONE THE COMPETITION!
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1.7 mm  
width

0.9 mm  
height

0.6 mm  
spacing

DYNARYZ AGR
The JOOLA DYNARYZ AGR Table Tennis Rubber is used by the 
professionals in the pinnacle of the sport. If your game is ready for 
the highest caliber of play, then the JOOLA DYNARYZ AGR is for you. 
The new signature purple Hyper Bounce sponge is the key to the 
amazing dynamics of this hard rubber. Combined with the Advanced 
Traction Surface, the precision and quality of each and every shot will 
be unprecedented. Harness the power of the JOOLA DYNARYZ AGR 
Table Tennis Rubber for an unrivaled game!

2.0/max+                                          

DYNARYZ ACC
Equip yourself with a rubber that brings more spin and speed into 
your game without losing control!  What seems like a dream is now a 
reality with the JOOLA DYNARYZ ACC.  Featuring the signature purple 
medium-hard Hyper Bounce sponge paired with Advance Traction 
Surface Technology. the JOOLA DYNARYZ ACC is spin-friendly, 
dynamic, and precise. Be prepared to hit your game-winning shots 
with laser-like precision! The JOOLA DYNARYZ ACC is the rubber of 
choice of those that are aspiring to play at the professional level.

2.0/max+                                           

DYNARYZ CMD
With the JOOLA DYNARYZ CMD, you’ll be one step ahead of your 
competition! This Dynaryz rubber provides the touch, control, and 
precision you would expect from a medium-soft rubber, but with 
unprecedented performance standards only made possible by 
JOOLA’s latest advances. Featuring the Dynaryz line’s signature 
Hyper Bounce sponge and Advance Traction Surface technology, 
you’ll be able to generate fast, high-quality shots with added spin and 
dynamics. Stay in the lead with the JOOLA DYNARYZ CMD!

2.0/max+                                           
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This design combines smaller pips 
with a thicker sponge to create a 
massive ball rebound effect

The medium-large pores of the Hyper Bounce sponge allow 
energy to be transferred efficiently to create increased spin and 
speed

The Hyper Bounce Sponge retains massive
amounts of potential energy, which is 
releasedupon ball contact for explosive 
power

The high-friction Advanced Traction Surface prevents the ball from slipping
and creates clean, direct ball contact. With the resulting increase in control, 
you're able to easily and reliably manipulate the angle of your shots to suit 
your exact strategy.

The Advanced Traction Surface significantly improves ball contact to create a higher 
ball trajectory that allows you to control and deliver your spin shots with ease.

The grippy Advanced Traction Surface dramatically increases control and precision, 
so that you can carry out the shots you've strategized for your short game in exactly 
the way you envisioned it.

When you need a boost for a full-power shot - this is where the JOOLA Dynaryz really 
shines. Between the Advanced Traction Surface, Hyper Bounce Sponge, and overall 
design, these rubbers were specifically created to unload massive amounts of energy 
at high speeds.

The increased ball feedback helps you develop an accurate feel for the ball to make 
effective passive shots.

The Advanced Traction Surface prevents the ball from slipping and allows you 
to deliver precise counterspin shots with a lower ball trajectory.

 The dynamic Hyper Bounce Sponge releases explosive power to deliver your shots 
with full force even from greater distances from the table.

Up until now, it was thought that spin and speed could only 
be achieved from hard ball contact, and as a result - less ball 
feedback.

The JOOLA DYNARYZ rubbers break away from these 
limitations to bring you a completely new playing experience. 
The Hyper Bounce sponge is incredibly innovative in that its 
medium-large pores
extend the ball contact time to give you increased feedback 
and a softer touch, but still deliver the explosive power 
necessary for this professional-level of play. 

The Advanced Traction Surface
allows for direct energy transfer

HOW  DYNARYZ  REACTS TO YOUR SHOTS?
SPIN vs. BACKSPIN:

SPIN vs. TOPSPIN:

FROM HALF-DISTANCE:

SHORT GAME:

BLOCKING SPIN:

POWER SHOTS: 

DYNAMIC PIPS 
GEOMETRY

OPTIMIZED PORE SIZE
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RHYZERRHYZER

Rhyzer 43
Rhyzer 48
Rhyzer Pro 45
Rhyzer Pro 50

RHYZER PRO 50
Play like an elite athlete with the JOOLA RHYZER PRO 50!  The stiff Mo-
mentum sponge features Tensor technology, making the ball contact 
time shorter, the stroke harder, and the trajectory lower. This is coupled 
with a grippy topsheet that uses a unique pimple geometry and Ad-
vanced Surface Traction technology to deliver spin with high-piercing 
force. Ignite your game with the JOOLA RHYZER PRO 50!

RHYZER PRO 45
Arm your offensive game with the JOOLA RHYZER PRO 45! The 
medium-hard Momentum sponge is infused with Tensor Technology 
to optimize speed and spin performance. The thinner topsheet 
utilizes Advanced Traction Surface Technology for added grip, while 
the unique RHYZER PRO pimple geometry adds more power for ideal 
rotation. The high spin and speed potential of the JOOLA RHYZER PRO 
45 will take your game to the next level!

RHYZER 48
Advance your skills with the JOOLA RHYZER 48 rubber! Featuring a thin 
topsheet with a pimple geometry unique to RHYZER rubbers, the ball 
catapults off the medium-hard Tensity sponge, which features Tensor 
technology and unique pimple geometry. Combined with the rubber's 
grippy Advanced Traction Surface, your spin game is sure to keep 
your opponent on their toes. If you are a modern offensive player, the 
JOOLA RHYZER 48 is the key to unlocking your success!

RHYZER 43
The JOOLA RHYZER 43 is a gamechanger! The thin topsheet has a pim-
ple geometry unique to RHYZER rubbers and utilizes Advanced Trac-
tion Surface technology to deliver impressive spin. With a medium-soft 
Tensity sponge, the JOOLA RHYZER 43 offers control and precision 
while its Tensor technology & unique pimple geometry gives you the 
highest ball trajectory of all the RHYZER rubbers. Play with precision 
using the well-balanced JOOLA RHYZER 43 rubber! 

2.0/max+                                           

2.0/max+                                           

2.0/max+                                           

2.0/max+                                         

RHYZER PRORHYZER 
43° & 48° 45° & 50°

• narrow pimples, larger gaps between pimples

• extremely thin, grippy and tensioned surface

• use of a large-pored 48/43° sponge (pink)

• in the Powermax version with thicker sponge base

• wide pimples, shorter gaps between pimples

• extremely thin, grippy and tensioned surface

• use of a medium-porous 50°/ 45° sponge (pink) 

• in the Powermax version with thicker sponge base 

CONTROL

SPEED

SPIN

SCS DIAGRAMM
Spin-Control-Speed Diagram

FLIGHT TRAJECTORY 
COMPARISON
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GOLDEN TANGO GOLDEN TANGO PS

GOLDEN TANGO          
        

        
    GOLDEN TANGO PS

In modern table tennis, the term "coupling" is used to describe 
the ball making contact with the rubber surface. The sticky 
surface of the Golden Tango (Ultra-Traction Surface Technology) 
creates ideal coupling conditions. 

Even during the most extreme topspin strokes, ball slippage is 
prevented by the strong surface grip. This generates increased 
spin for all strokes.

Vertically positioned polymer strands at the 
surface of the GOLDEN TANGO (nanoscale) 
interlock with the surface structure of the 
ball and provide enlarged adhesive forces 
(stickiness). 

GOLDEN TANGO 
Harness the power of the JOOLA GOLDEN TANGO with its 
German sponge & Chinese topsheet! Featuring a stiff Balance 
sponge with Tensor technology, the JOOLA GOLDEN TANGO 
is extremely fast and elastic. Ultra-Traction Surface technology 
is used to create an extremely tacky topsheet reminiscent of 
Chinese rubbers. The two combined produce incredible rotation 
and an arched trajectory. Take out your opponent from the table 
or from half-distance with the JOOLA GOLDEN TANGO!

GOLDEN TANGO PS 
Create unparalleled spin with the JOOLA GOLDEN TANGO PS! 
Utilizing Ultra-Traction Surface technology, the sticky topsheet 
enables extreme spin for all strokes. With Tensor technology 
mimicking the tension of a stretched rubberband, the highly 
elastic Momentum sponge has excellent feedback and creates 
a high catapulting effect. Prepare to play with the innovative and 
grippy JOOLA GOLDEN TANGO PS! 

PROFESSIONAL RUBBERS

2.0/max                               

2.0/max                                 
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RHYZEN ZGR 
Get ready to outperform your opponent with JOOLA RHYZEN 
ZGR! 
Designed to optimize energy transfer, the Hyper Traction 
Surface is extremely grippy and allows you to increase ball 
rotation with precision. The kinetic energy held within the hard 
Balance sponge guarantees an impressive catapult effect and 
significant speed when released. Overwhelm and outwork your 
opponents with JOOLA RHYZEN ZGR!

The JOOLA RHYZEN CMD is an excellent rubber for the 
classic all-rounder who has the main focus on a very good 
control and sets offensive accents as soon as opportunities 
arise. The rubber development in recent years has made 
enormous progress and offers many new possibilities.

We have set ourselves the goal of exhausting all options to 
give this type of player a rubber that supports his game in 
the best possible way and at the same time is equipped with 
the feel and precision of the modern era.

The JOOLA RHYZEN CMD sets new incentives that will help 
you to develop your game to control ball and opponent! 

- Daniel Pätzold, JOOLA Produktmanager

RHYZEN CMD 
Take control of your game with the JOOLA Rhyzen CMD! 
The intense ball feedback created by the medium hardness 
of the Balance sponge and the improved Enhanced Traction 
Surface allow you to be intentional and precise with every shot. 
The Rhyzen CMD holds a lot of wieldable potential energy for 
your targeted attacks.  Command the court with the JOOLA 
Rhyzen CMD!

2.0/max                                 

2.0/max                                 

HS-TRACTION - MAXIMIZE YOUR ROTATIONHS-TRACTION - MAXIMIZE YOUR ROTATION

DYNAMIC-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF 
THE TOP RUBBER

STATISTICAL BALL BOUNCE
MEASUREMENT
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The newly developed HS-Traction used in the RHYZEN ZGR features optimized energy efficiency. No slipping of the ball, minimized 
energy loss and maximum grip provide a rotation boost and raise the quality of your shots!

Less energy loss

EN
ER

GY
 LO

SS

FREQUENCY

more energy transfer to the ball
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CONTROL

SPEED

RHYZM

RHYZM

SPIN

RHYZM 375
RHYZM 425
RHYZM Tech
RHYZM P
RHYZM

RHYZM TECH 
Pump up your game with the JOOLA RHYZM-Tech rubber! 
Using Tensor technology designed to create more tension 
on the topsheet, the larger-pored JOOLA RHYZM-Tech has 
more elasticity and feeling, and produces a solid catapult 
effect. These effects are balanced by the softer Tensity 
sponge, giving you more control of your game. Unlock your 
potential with the JOOLA RHYZM-Tech!

RHYZM 
If you’re ready to take your game to the next level, the 
JOOLA RHYZM rubber is here to give you the boost you 
need. The fastest of all the Rhzym rubbers, a grippy topsheet 
with Enhanced Traction Surface technology overlays a hard, 
powerful Momentum sponge giving you superior dynamics, 
spin, and force. The JOOLA RHYZM brings a new dimension 
of play!

RHYZM P 
Bring on the spin and speed! Featuring a medium-hard 
Momentum sponge with Advanced Traction Surface 
technology, the JOOLA RHYZM-P rubber is spin-friendly, 
dynamic, and precise. Be prepared to deliver your game-
winning shots with high-piercing force!

RHYZM 375
Finesse your technique with the JOOLA RHYZM 375 rubber! 
The soft Momentum sponge has the highest control value 
of all the RHYZM rubbers. The JOOLA RHYZM 375 is perfect 
for players who prefer a high ball trajecotry when applying 
topspin using the rubber’s Enhanced Traction Surface 
technology. Block and counter like an absolute pro with the 
JOOLA RHYZM 375!

RHYZM 425 
Refine your game with the JOOLA RHYZM 425 rubber! 
This rubber offers all the dynamics and Enhanced Traction 
Surface technology of the original RHYZM, but with a 
medium-soft Momentum sponge to give you added control. 
Unlock your full potential with the JOOLA RHYZM 425!

FLIGHT TRAJECTORY 
COMPARISON

SCS DIAGRAM
Spin-Control-Speed Diagram

PERFORM
ANCEL RUBBERS

2.0/max                                             

2.0/max                                       

2.0/max                                

2.0/max                                             

2.0/max                                 
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MAXXX P 
Take your spin game to the next level with the JOOLA MAXXX-P! The 
medium-soft Tensity sponge with Tensor technology provides great 
elasticity, feeling, and control. The JOOLA MAXXX-P improves ball 
coupling with Advanced Traction Surface technology and unique pimple 
geometry for perfect topspin shots at high speed. Weaponize your 
game with the JOOLA MAXXX-P!

MAXXX 500 
Equip yourself with the fastest and most dynamic rubber of the JOOLA 
MAXXX series! Featuring a hard Tensity sponge paired with Tensor 
technology, the JOOLA MAXXX 500 fires with torpedo-like speed. 
Meanwhile, the Enhanced Traction Surface and unique pimple geometry 
provide great grip and feeling for a dynamic game. Add a serious boost 
to your game with the JOOLA MAXXX 500!

MAXXX 450 
Keep your opponents on their toes with the JOOLA MAXXX 450 rubber! 
The JOOLA MAXXX 450 emphasizes ball feeling with its medium Tensity 
sponge, but still fires shots at top speed due to its Tensor technology. 
The Enhanced Traction Surface and unique pimple geometry further 
maximize spin and control. If you’re looking for a rubber that can do it 
all, the JOOLA MAXXX 450 is it!

X-PLODE 
Named for its explosive power, the JOOLA X-Plode rubber features a 
hard Momentum sponge that incorporates Tensor technology for speed 
and elasticity while the Enhanced Traction Surface provides unrivaled 
rotation. Be prepared to hit your game-winning shots with the torpedo-
like speed of the JOOLA X-Plode!

X-PLODE SENSITIVE 
Craft an unparalleled spin game with the JOOLA X-Plode Sensitive 
rubber! The JOOLA X-Plode Sensitive’s soft Momentum sponge allows 
you to utilize its Tensor technology with more control. Combined with 
Enhanced Traction Surface technology, the JOOLA X-Plode Sensitive 
creates explosive rotation. Hone your spin technique with the JOOLA 
X-Plode Sensitive and compete like never before!

SAMBA + 
Give your spin game a boost with the JOOLA SAMBA Plus rubber! While 
the soft Balance sponge offers high control values, it gets a boost with 
JOOLA’s Momentum technology to catapult shots with great sound. The 
JOOLA SAMBA Plus offers the optimum balance of feeling, speed, and 
precision to up your game. 

SAMBA 
Achieve a great spin game with the legendary JOOLA SAMBA rubber! 
The soft Balance sponge utilizes unvulcanized natural rubber to deliver 
great feeling and control. It’s super elastic characteristics are ideal for 
players looking to perfect their topspin shots. Unlock your potential with 
the JOOLA SAMBA!

ENERGY 
Add speed to your game without sacrificing control! The JOOLA ENERGY 
rubber combines a fine-pored Balance sponge with Tensor technology 
to bring you the ultimate balance of control and power. The JOOLA 
Energy rubber brings together spin, speed, and precision to take your 
game to the next level!

ENERGY X-TRA 
Perfect your technique with the JOOLA ENERGY X-Tra rubber! The soft 
Balance sponge offers high-levels of control for precise attacks while 
the Tensor technology brings added power. With the JOOLA ENERGY 
X-Tra, you’ll be able to craft a topspin game with great precision!

PERFORM
ANCEL RUBBERS
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2.0/max                                             2.0/max                                                    

1.8/2.0/max                                           

2.0/max                                                    

1.8/2.0/max                                                          

2.0/max                                                

2.0/max                                                 

2.0/max                                                 

2.0/max                                                   
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CWX IN CHECK
1,6 mm
1,5 mm
1,5 mm 1,5 mm

1,9 mm

MAMBO H 
Add speed and spin to your game without sacrificing control! The 
JOOLA MAMBO H rubber offers speed and control with its medium-
soft Balance sponge. Combined with the grippy topsheet, this rubber 
creates unparalleled energy for dynamic play. Liven up your game with 
the JOOLA MAMBO H!   

ZACK 
Get the most out of your game with the JOOLA ZACK rubber! Made 
in Germany, the JOOLA ZACK with medium-soft Momentum sponge 
is well-suited for allrounders who prefer good control, precision, and 
rotation without the high catapult effects or extreme speed. The JOOLA 
ZACK is the rubber of choice for perfecting your technique.

TANGO ULTRA 
The JOOLA TANGO ULTRA was developed with the short-pip blocker 
in mind. This rubber features a soft Balance sponge that uses Tensor 
technology to absorb the ball’s momentum during passive blocking, 
while providing explosive energy for active blocking and attacks. Keep 
your opponents on their toes with the JOOLA TANGO ULTRA!

EXPRESS ULTRA 
Designed with short-pip hitters in mind, the JOOLA EXPRESS ULTRA 
features a soft Balance sponge that incorporates Tensor Technology, 
creating additional speed and spin values. Craft an unparalleled 
counter hitting game with the JOOLA EXPRESS ULTRA!

CWX 
Equip yourself with the rubber of legendary defender Chen Wei Xing! 
The JOOLA CWX features a hard Momentum sponge integrated with 
Tensor technology to create ideal conditions for backspin strokes. 
Meanwhile, the unique pimple structure allows for extreme chop 
defence with maximum control. The JOOLA CWX suits all aspects of 
modern defensive play! 

PIMPLE HEAD
With micro structure for 

highest spin values

PIMPLE DISTANCE
Maximizes space between pimples for 

a softer touch

SPONGE
The fine-pored, pink-colored Momentum 

sponge creates a dynamic and powerful game.

PIMPLES
Flexible and long pimples allow controlled and varied 

defense play close to the table and from hald distance.

AXXESS 
Give your game a running start with the JOOLA AXXESS rubber! 
Designed for ambitious allrounders, the soft Balance sponge provides 
excellent ball feedback and control capability. The grippy topsheet also 
allows players to add spin to their game. Hone your technique with the 
JOOLA AXXESS and play like never before!
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1.9/max                                
2.0/max                              

2.0/max                               

OX/0.5/0.9                                

1.8/2.0/max                                

1.6-1.8/1.9-2.1                         
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2 4 6 8 10 12
4

6

8

10

12

PROGRESSIVE
PERFORMANCE

PROFESSIONAL
PREMIUM

DYNARYZ AGR 
P = 8

DYNARYZ ZGR 
P = 10

P = 7

P = 5

P = 9

DYNARYZ ACC RHYZER PRO 45

GOLDEN TANGO PS

MAXXX 500

P = 4.5
P = 8

RHYZM
RHYZM 425

P = 4
X-PLODE

P = 7.5
MAXXX 450

P = 8
ENERGY

P = 8
X-PLODE SENSIT.

P = 9

SAMBA +
ENERGY X-TRA

P = 8.5
SAMBA 

P = 7
MAMBO H

P = 6
ZACK

P = 6.5
AXXESS

RHYZER 48
P = 9.5
RHYZER 43

RHYZER PRO 50

P = 8
RHYZM PP = 8.5

MAXXX PP = 8
RHYZEN CMD

P = 8.5
RHYZM 375

P = 10

DYNARYZ CMD 
P = 10.5

P = 8.5

GOLDEN TANGO
P = 8

RHYZEN ZGR
P = 8.5

*P = PRECISION RATING

SPEED

SP
IN

RUBBER COMPARISONRUBBER COMPARISONRUBBER RATINGS

All ratings are between 1 (lowest) and 11 (highest).
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JOOLA Premium Line blades are created using premium materials and with an absolute attention to craftsmanship. Our innovative composite 
materials are sourced from Japan. Handles, the most important connection to the blade, are imported from Italy. Final assembly is completed in 
South Korea with impeccable attention to detail. We employ high-tech manufacturing techniques such as computer-controlled routing, proprietary 
sanding methods, and unprecedented quality control. What you get when you use one of our JOOLA Premium Line blades will thoroughly impress you!

JOOLA Professional Line blades utilize innovative technologies, high-quality materials, and first-rate craftsmanship to create blades that will truly 
propel your game to the next level.

JOOLA Performance Line blades are tried and true classics with proven playing characteristics that suit the needs of modern table tennis.

JOOLA Progressive Line blades are a great starting point for entry-level 
players who are ready to get serious about their game. These blades 
utilize straightforward technologies to create accessible playability.

JOOLA Precision Line blades are specifically designed for modern 
defensive specialists. These high-quality blades utilize unique 
veneer combinations to craft an unparalleled defensive game.

J O O L A  B L A D E  L I N E SBLADES

JOOLA BLADES 
Employing over 60 years of research and  develop- 
ment, JOOLA’s table tennis blades are a culmination 
of innovative technologies and exciting, high-quality 
veneer combinations. With 30 blades to choose from, 
every player can find a blade to suit their playing style. 
All blades are purposefully designed and precisely 
manufactured.
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JOOLA offers a wide range of different blades to meet every player's needs.
When trying to determine which blade is right for you, consider these 5 things:

1. Outer Veneer - The type of wood use as the blade's outer veneer plays a major part 
in determining touch and feeling

2. Composite Fiber - Whether any and which composite fibers were used will have an 
impact on the speed, control, and feeling  

3. Dimensions & Weight - The size of the head, handle, and thickness, as well as the overall 
weight will affect how you perform with the blade

4. Component Structure - Whether the composite fiber is used as an outer layer or as an 
inner layer will impact how pronounced its characteristics are

5. Ratings - JOOLA has created a blade rating system, which covers speed, control, accuracy, 
hardness, and flex to give you a better idea of how the blade will perform

A koto top layer provides a firmer and 
crisper feel on your shots, which is perfect 
for direct and powerful play.

The same composite materials used in PBO-c, but 
woven in a much higher density.  The Super PBO-c 
significantly expands the sweet spot for an even and 
explosive ball response.

Every strand of fiber in this 3K-c weave is made 
up of 3,000 individual Carbon filaments. The 3K-c 
significantly reduces vibrations to create an enlarged 
sweet spot and produce a flat ball trajectory. Truly 
an offensive weapon in all aspects, this fiber's most 
notable characteristic is its hard, direct touch.

PBO is a synthetic polymer used in race cars and 
aeronautics for its durability and high-elasticity. It 
is used in PBO-c to complement the hard Carbon, 
creating a larger sweet spot and a softer stroke 
feeling.

AL-c is a multi-dimensional weave of stiff and elastic 
composite materials. The resulting fiber produces 
a large sweet spot, enabling the player to execute 
exceptionally fast shots with great precision. When 
combined with JOOLA's innovative cold-curing 
technology, in which it's pressed for long periods of 
time at low temperatures, the AL-c provides a higher 
trajectory and a softer touch.

Best known for its use in bulletproof body armor, 
lightweight Kevlar softens up the hard touch of Carbon 
to create a medium-hard stroke. Capable of sensitive 
topspin play, this favored KL-c composite material has 
the ideal balance of speed, spin, and feel.

For a comprehensive ratings overview of all our JOOLA blades, please see page 55.

Outer Layer design emphasizes the 
characteristics of the composite material 
by utilizing them directly beneath the 
blade's outer veneers. This direct touch 
creates a flat trajectory and higher speed.

Intentionally utilizing the composite material 
as inner layers on top of the core instead 
of directly beneath the outer veneer, this 
design maintains the blade's stiffness while 
providing a softer touch and more control.

The ground-breaking JOOLA X3 fuses the PBO-c 
and AL-c into a new super-composite directional 
weave. Horizontal threads of PBO-c create a uniquely 
consistent playing feel and touch while vertical threads 
of AL-c extend through the handle to provide stability 
throughout.

A limba top layer provides a soft feel with a 
higher trajectory on your shots.  Perfect for 
topspin play.

Hinoki’s softer feel gives a one-of-a-kind 
touch that increases dwell-time for spin 
and control. All while also giving a catapult 
effect on the bounce.

FIBRES

HANDLE

HANDLE
HEAD

HEAD

Thickness: Width:

Width:

Length:

Length:

THICKNESS

STRUCTURE
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JOOLA Premium Line blades are created with 
premium materials and an absolute attention to 
craftsmanship. Our innovative composite materials 
are sourced from Japan. Handles, the most important 
connection to the blade, are imported from Italy. 
Final assembly, conducted with the utmost attention 
to detail, occurs in South Korea. We employ high-
tech manufacturing techniques such as computer-
controlled routing, proprietary sanding methods, and 
unprecedented quality control. What you get when 
you use one of our JOOLA Premium Line blades 
will thoroughly impress you!

FINEST
VENEERS

JAPANESE
COMPOSITE
MATERIALS

ITALIAN
IMPORTED
HANDLES

ASSEMBLED WITH
KOREAN PRECISION

NO COMPROMISE
THE BEST FROM ALL OVER THE GLOBE
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The JOOLA VYZARYZ line of blades truly ups the 
ante for what a table tennis blade can be. We 
have been able to propel our use of innovative 
composite materials to new heights by deploying 
ground-breaking new technologies. Experience 
Super PBO-c, PBO-c and AL-C like you've never 
seen before!

PBO-c creates a larger sweet spot and an incomparable stroke feeling. 
AL-C adds impressive power. The ground-breaking JOOLA X3 fuses the 
2 into a new super-composite directional weave. Horizontal threads of 
PBO-c create a uniquely consistent playing feel and touch while vertical 
threads of AL-C extend through the handle to provide stability throughout.

This is a revolutionary way of maximizing the AL-C experience. This innovative 
technique involves curing and pressing each individual layer of AL-C over a long 
period of time and at low temperatures. Compared to a normal AL-C blade, 
you’ll notice this cold-curing technology creates more dwell time and a softer 
feeling, and produces strong spin shots with a higher arc.

Utilizing PBO-c on one side and Super PBO-c on the other, this hybrid technology allows 
you to account for the differences in forehand and backhand swings and to customize 
how you play. Whether you want extra speed for your forehand or a higher flight curve 
for your backhand, you'll be able to play to your strengths and adjust your strategy for 
an even stronger performance.
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AYOUS WOOD

TRINITY
X3 MATRIX 

VYZARYZ 

trinity 
The JOOLA VYZARYZ TRINITY is a complete game changer! 
In a JOOLA first, this blade contains the revolutionary X3, 
a state-of-the-art super composite weave. Horizontal 
layers of PBO-c were woven with vertical layers of AL-c. 
Imagine the ability to combine power, force, feeling, and 
accuracy, all in one blade! The outer layer of Limba adds 
even more touch to every shot. The JOOLA VYZARYZ 
TRINITY blade will give you the X3 super boost when you 
need it! 

DANIEL HABESOHN 
When JOOLA came to me with the idea of merging PBO-c and AL-c, I was 
immediately enthusiastic about the project. Everybody knows the special 
playing characteristics of blades with PBO-c and AL-c and it seemed very 
promising to me to bring out the best of both and to compress it in one 
synthetic fibre. The result blew me away. We tested various specifications 
and with the VYZARYZ TRINITY I quickly realized that this would be my 
future blade. It is very important for my game that I am very precise in my 
shots besides a good speed. The VYZARYZ TRINITY supports me perfectly 
on that and further has a very pleasant touch!

To create the X3, we've combined the 2 most dominating 
composite fibers into one by weaving horizontal layers of 
PBO-c with vertical layers of AL-c that extend all the way 
into the handle. This formula for success truly makes the 
X3 an unprecedented innovation.
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HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,8 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

SPEED

CONTROLSTIFFNESS

FL / ST   5+2 Ply               

ACCURACYCONTACT

VYZARYZ 
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HYBRID
X3 MATRIX 

VYZARYZ 

HYBRID
The JOOLA VYZARYZ HYBRID is the dual-threat blade you’ve been searching for! It’s cus-
tomized to account for the differences in forehand and backhand swings. PBO-c is used on 
one side and Super PBO-c on the other. With one, you’ll have a lower throw angle, perfect 
for driving shots. With the other, you’ll achieve a higher arc, perfect for traditional spin. 
Using Koto as the outer veneer, you’ll have more dynamic shots and a direct touch. With this 
5+2 ply blade, you’ll have the ability to choose what is right for your forehand or backhand. 
Dominate the game with the JOOLA VYZARYZ HYBRID!

The same composite materials used 
in PBO-c, but woven in a much high-
er density.  The Super PBO-c sig-
nificantly expands the sweet spot 
for an even and explosive ball re-
sponse.

PBO is a synthetic polymer used in race cars and 
aeronautics for its durability and high-elasticity. It 
is used in PBO-c to complement the hard Carbon, 
creating a larger sweet spot and a softer stroke 
feeling.

VYZARYZ 

FREEZE
Quality meets innovation with the 5+2 ply JOOLA VYZARYZ FREEZE! The highest-grade AL-C 
gives this cutting-edge blade a hard and powerful feel, while our innovative and time-consum-
ing low temperature curing technique brings extra feeling and control to the blade. Compared 
to a normal AL-C blade, you’ll notice that the JOOLA VYZARYZ FREEZE has more dwell time 
and produces strong spin shots with a higher arc. An added bonus is the satisfying sound it 
creates. With a Limba outer-ply, players can rely on the JOOLA VYZARYZ FREEZE to provide 
the ultimate touch for their spin needs. The combination of high-quality AL-C and cutting-edge 
adhesion techniques brings together a one-of-a-kind blade that has been never seen before!

Feeling

Increased dwell time

Higher Arc

Outstanding AL-C Power

Sound

Pressed with lower temperature

Far longer pressing period

Feeling

Control

Sound

Softer touch

Higher Arc

Increased dwell time

The touch you need, especially in the passive 
game

More time to execute your shots with precision

Open with topspin or backspin and generate 
more power for spin on spin behind the table

Dominate with hard, direct shots and a lot of spin

Enjoy the satisfying sound of your powerful shots
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FL / ST   5+2 Ply                      

FL / ST 5+2 Ply                 

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,9 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,8 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

SUPER PBO-c PBO-c
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 ENERGON SUPER PBO-c

ENERGON
SUPER PBO-c MATRIX 

SUPER

SUPER

Super PBO-c fibers
in detailed view

Thin, dynamic KOTO 
top veneer

Medium-soft, fast 
Limba veneer 

Super PBO-c fiber (connection 
PBO and 1k carbon) directly 
under the face veneer

Medium-fast Kiri core 
veneer from Asia for an 
excellent ball response 

   SUPER PBO-c 
We've taken the same composite materials used in PBO-c, but re-engineered it 
to be even better. Woven in a much higher density, the Super PBO-c significantly 
expands the sweet spot for an even and explosive ball response. 

   PBO-c
HIGH TECH FIBERS 
PBO is a synthetic polymer used in race cars and aeronautics for its durability 
and high-elasticity. It is used in PBO-c to complement the hard Carbon, 
creating a larger sweet spot and a softer stroke feeling. These popular playing 
characteristics prompted our R+D team to look into ways of further optimizing 
this composite material to create the ultimate offensive blade. The result of our 
efforts is our JOOLA ENERGON SUPER PBO-c.

ENERGON
Craft an explosive game with the JOOLA ENERGON SUPER 
PBO-c! Extraordinarily light Super PBO is closely interwoven 
with 1K Carbon fibers in a criss-cross pattern and lies directly 
under the thin outer veneers. As a result of this, the sweet 
spot is enlarged almost right up to the edge of the racket face, 
providing an even ball response throughout. A medium-hard 
touch gives this blade great dynamics while the very high 
playing feeling lets you stay in control. The JOOLA ENERGON 
SUPER PBO-c is astonishingly mistake-forgiving, despite the 
high speed attributes. Re-energize your offensive game with 
the JOOLA ENERGON SUPER PBO-c!PREM
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HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,6 mm W: 152 mm L: 157 mm

FL / ST   5+2 Ply      

Sweetspot with Super PBO-c

Outer Layer design emphasizes 
the characteristics of its 

composite material by utilizing 
them directly beneath the 

blade's outer veneers. This 
direct touch creates a flat 

trajectory and higher speed.
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    ROSSI EMOTION 
PBO-c

ROSSI EMOTION
 PBO-c MATRIX 

JÖRG ROSSKOPF  “MR. TISCHTENNIS” 

 HINOKI outer veneer

PBO-c 
synthetic fiber

AYOUS core veneer

PBO-c fibers in detailed view

PBO is a synthetic polymer used in race cars 
and aeronautics for its durability and high-
elasticity. It is used in PBO-c to complement 
the hard Carbon, creating a larger sweet 
spot and a softer stroke feeling.

ROSSI EMOTION PBO-c
Experience a new dimension of play with the JOOLA ROSSI 
EMOTION PBO-c! While the original JOOLA ROSSI EMOTION 
utilizes a Carbon core, the JOOLA ROSSI EMOTION PBO-c 
uses layers of JOOLA PBO-c directly on either side of the core 
to create a more dynamic blade with increased feeling. Kiri 
veneers were chosen to create a more balanced blade while 
high-quality Hinoki outer veneers were utilized for increased 
control. With maximum energy transfer from the inside and 
extraordinary controlled touch from the outside, the JOOLA 
ROSSI EMOTION PBO-c blade creates an exciting experience!

JÖRG ROSSKOPF...
… on the development of blade production in recent years:
In the past you played mostly with the so-called solid wood bats. Specific
technologies were less important here. Today, manufacturers are much 
more meticulous about innovation in terms of development. Blades are 
not just “play equipment“, they are an expression of individuality and can 
therefore also be seen as a “statement“. Especially in terms of technology 
& design, the expectations of today‘s TT players have increased immensely.

… on the major innovations in the technology sector:
After developing the blade classic ROSSI EMOTION, I was involved in the creation of the latest premium blade, the 
ROSSI EMOTION PBO-c. Crucial innovation of this blade is the processing of high-quality PBO fibre interwoven with 
carbon fibres (PBO-c). In some tests we have found that this PBO-c compound leads to a softer touch feeling with 
maximum dynamics. Many JOOLA players are excited about the new technology. Daniel Habesohn (ENERGON 
SUPER PBO-c) and Petrissa Solja (NOBILIS PBO-c) have already achieved great success with their new blades in 
the recent past.

… on the difference between the classic Emotion and the new EMOTION PBO-c:
The aim of the development was to design an offensive blade from the beginning, which is basically based on the 
popular ROSSI EMOTION veneer composition. Due to my work as a national coach and the constant exchange 
with players, I was able to determine early on with the introduction of the plastic ball that the new ball led to a 
reduction in speed and rotation. So my approach to developing the ROSSI EMOTION PBO-c was to compensate 
for this disadvantage. Two main factors are leading the way in this direction: The extremely dynamic PBO-c fibre 
and the use of thick, very high-quality, soft Kiso Hinoki exterior veneers.

Inner Layer design intentionally utilizes the 
composite material as inner layers on top 
of the core instead of directly beneath the 
outer veneer. This maintains the blade's 
stiffness while providing a softer touch and 
more control.
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FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,3 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

FL / ST   5+2 Ply           
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NOBILIS
 PBO-c MATRIX 

 NOBILIS PBO-c

ZeLeBRO
 PBO-c MATRIX 

ZeLeBRO PBO-c
Play like an elite athlete with the JOOLA NOBILIS 
PBO-c! In this blade design, the PBO-c layer is placed 
directly in-between the Kiri core and the thicker 1.2mm 
Hinoki outer veneers. This construction gives the 
blade stability, elasticity and a lot of force, enabling 
very precise play even at high speed. The high-quality 
Hinoki outer veneers give the blade prolonged ball 
contact time and allow for the most extreme spin with 
high ball trajectories. The JOOLA NOBILIS PBO-c will 
take your offensive game to the next level!

ZeLeBRO PBO-c
Arm your game with the JOOLA ZeLeBRO PBO-c! 
This 5+2 ply offensive blade generates explosive 
and direct power without losing control. The focus 
of the JOOLA ZeLeBRO are the 2 PBO-c layers 
positioned directly under the upper Limba veneer. 
This combination produces an enlarged sweet spot, 
a lot of repulsion, and a medium-high trajectory. 
The vibration dampening effect of the PBO-c is 
ideal for all players that prefer direct offensive play 
with precise strokes. Play like a champion with the 
JOOLA ZeLeBRO PBO-c!

PBO-c fibers 
in detailed view

PBO-c fibers
in detailed view
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FL / ST   3+2 Ply                        

SPEED

SPEED

CONTROL

CONTROL

STIFFNESS

STIFFNESS

ACCURACY

ACCURACY

CONTACT

CONTACT

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,7 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 7,1 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

FL / ST   5+2 Ply                          
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SANTORUSANTORU

KL-c

KL-c

3K-c
Harness the power of the JOOLA SANTORU 3K-c for 
your offensive game! This blade utilizes a solid Kiri core 
with soft Hinoki outer plies. In between is our 3K-c a 
state-of-the-art Carbon fiber weave, which creates an 
enlarged sweet spot. This hard-hitting blade with direct 
responsiveness has a lower trajectory and is perfect for 
those hard-hitting and driving shots.

KL-C INNER
Be in control of your every move with the JOOLA SANTORU 
KL-c Inner! This blade features high-quality Hinoki outer 
veneers that create a nice soft touch in the short game, 
and a lot of speed when hitting. Using high quality Kevlar-
Carbon (KL-c) in the inner construction of this blade allows 
for better feeling while giving you the ability to be even 
more precise. You’ll never have to sacrifice speed for 
control with the JOOLA SANTORU KL-c Inner!

KL-C OUTER 
The power you want and the touch you need is what you’ll 
get with the SANTORU KL-c Outer.  This well-balanced 
blade uses Kevlar Carblon (Kl-c) towards the outer plies, 
which gives you more feel while still generating direct 
power. On top of that is Limba, which is the perfect layer 
for all your offensive shots. 

The JOOLA SANTORU series was crafted for offensive players 
looking to maximize their spin and speed potential. Using only 
high-quality Carbon and Carbon-Kevlar composite materials 
and specially selected wood veneers, each JOOLA SANTORU 
series blade is impeccably well-balanced. Each of the 3 blades 
feature very intentional material combinations to emphasize 
the most advantageous playing characteristics for different 
offensive styles.

SANTORU BLADE SERIES
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HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,9 mm W: 152 mm L: 156 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,9 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,3 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mmFL / ST 3+2 Ply              

FL / ST 5+2 Ply             

FL / ST 5+2 Ply              
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XYLO
A L L  W O O D ,  A L L  P O W E R !

XYLO 5
The JOOLA XYLO 5 is an innovative all wood blade designed 
for the top player! This blade consists of a Kiri core with 
Ayous inner layers, which provide the perfect amount of 
control and feedback. A specialized heating technique 
was used on the Hinoki outer veneers to ensure a higher 
stiffness for speed and overall balance. If you’re looking for 
control, precision, and an all-natural feel, the JOOLA XYLO 5 
is the perfect choice for you!

XYLO 7
All wood, all power! The JOOLA XYLO 7 uses Limba as the 
top layer, which is perfect for direct and powerful topspin 
play. The inner layers are comprised of softer Ayous, which 
provides feeling & feedback on all your shots.  The JOOLA 
XYLO 7 is perfect for the offensive player that prefers the 
touch of an all wooden blade!  

The JOOLA XYLO series brings the unique advantages of an all 
wood blade to the forefront of competition. The touch felt from an 
all wood construction creates an experience of being one with the 
blade. Through the use of superior materials and unique veneer 
combinations, the JOOLA XYLO series gives players the classic all 
wood feel of the game, with modern day speed.

XYLO BLADE SERIES
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FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,4 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 7 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

FL / ST   5 Ply                  

FL / ST   7 Ply                
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ROSSI EMOTION
Take your game to the next level with the popular JOOLA ROSSI 
EMOTION! This blade features Carbon fiber veneers that sit directly on 
top of the Ayous core for an enhanced sweet spot and added speed. 
The high-quality Hinoki outer veneers balance out its Carbon inner 
layers to create a soft touch and lots of feeling. This blade is great for 
both allround and offensive players. Load your serves and opening 
loops with the JOOLA ROSSI EMOTION!
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HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm
AN Width: 31 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,9 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

FL / ST / AN 5+2 Ply             

ROSSKOPF ALLROUND
The JOOLA ROSSKOPF ALLROUND provides excellent ball 
feeling. The special blade construction features very soft 
Limba outer veneers, creating the soft touch and high 
control values that make this an ideal allround blade. 
This blade also uses Flow Glue technology to increase 
its speed. The popular JOOLA ROSSKOPF ALLROUND is 
great for moderate-attacking, blocking, and countering.

ROSSKOPF JUNIOR
The JOOLA ROSSKOPF JUNIOR is an allround children’s 
blade with a smaller and thinner handle. The special 
blade construction features very soft Limba outer veneers, 
creating the soft touch and high control values that 
make this an ideal allround blade. The popular JOOLA 
ROSSKOPF JUNIOR is great for moderate-attacking, 
blocking, and countering.

ROSSKOPF VIVA
The JOOLA ROSSKOPF VIVA is a well-balanced offensive 
blade. It uses soft Limba outer veneers and lightweight 
Sambav inner veneers in alternating thicknesses to create 
a blade capable of extraordinary spin and accuracy. The 
JOOLA ROSSKOPF VIVA is a great choice for loopers 
looking for a fast blade with a medium-hard touch and a 
high degree of control!

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 31 mm Length: 92 mm

T: 6,1 mm W: 152 mm Length: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,6 mm W: 152 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm
AN Width: 31 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,1 mm W: 152 mm L: 157 mmFL / ST / AN   7 Ply 

FL 7 Ply                     

FL / ST 7 Ply   
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CLASSIC ALL
The JOOLA CLASSIC ALL provides maximum feeling and 
control. This blade features a dynamic Koto outer veneer 
to encourage sharper ball contact for better topspin 
development. The Candlenut core provides a high ball 
trajectory and pleasantly soft ball response for excellent 
control. The all-wood JOOLA CLASSIC ALL is everything 
you’d want in an allround blade!

CLASSIC OFF
The JOOLA CLASSIC CARBON OFF is for the player seeking
 that pure Carbon feeling. The Carbon layers of this blade 
provide a direct touch, flat trajectory and high stroke 
performance, making it excellently suited for the close-to-
the-table offender. Although very fast, this blade offers a 
lot of feeling and ball feedback due to the soft Candlenut 
core. The JOOLA CLASSIC CARBON OFF is a great choice 
for players seeking to maximize their offensive game!

CLASSIC OFF JUNIOR
The JOOLA CLASSIC OFF JUNIOR is for the player seeking 
that pure Carbon feeling. The blade construction features 
dynamic Koto outer veneers, Spruce middle veneers and 
a sensitive Candlenut core. The JOOLA CLASSIC OFF 
JUNIOR offers a lot of offensive potential, great spin 
development, and pleasant ball response, making it the 
ideal choice for the variable attacking player. This is a 
children’s blade with a smaller and thinner handle.

CLASSIC CARBON
The JOOLA CLASSIC CARBON is for the player seeking 
that pure Carbon feeling. The Carbon layers of this blade 
provide a direct touch, flat trajectory and high stroke 
performance, making it excellently suited for the close-to-
the-table offender. Although very fast, this blade offers a 
lot of feeling and ball feedback due to the soft Candlenut 
core. The JOOLA CLASSIC CARBON is a great choice for 
players seeking to maximize their offensive game!
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HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,1 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 31 mm Length: 92 mm

T: 6,1 mm W: 146 mm L: 151 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,1 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,8 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mmFL / ST 5 Ply                  

FL / ST 5 Ply                    

FL 5 Ply                    

FL / ST  5+2 Ply                 

AIR FIBRE
The featherweight JOOLA AIR FIBRE is probably the only 
blade worldwide with a guaranteed maximum weight of 60 
grams. The soft 4mm-thick Balsa core increases ball dwell-
time resulting in more opportunities to generate additional 
spin. High-quality Fiber Glass, which offers more feeling 
and control than Carbon, lays on both sides of the core. 
What you get with the JOOLA AIR FIBRE is an allround blade 
with an offensive edge!

AIR CARBON
The lightweight JOOLA AIR CARBON weighs a guaranteed 
71-72 grams, allowing players to focus their strength on 
speed and control. The springy Balsa core creates a non-
linear ball trajectory that lets loopers generate deceptive 
spins. Carbon fibers create speed and precision while Limba 
outer veneers add control. Play an effortless offensive 
game with the well-balanced JOOLA AIR CARBON! 

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,1 mm W: 152 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 7,6 mm W: 152 mm L: 157 mm

FL / ST 5+2 Ply      

F / ST 5+2 Ply          
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CWX DEFENDER
The JOOLA CWX DEFENDER was designed in partnership with 
legendary defender Chen Weixing. Featuring a straight handle and 
a slightly larger head, this blade provides exceptional control and 
accuracy for close-to-the-table counterdrive play. Lightweight and 
pliable SAMBA veneers are held together with soft-drying Enzo glue, 
giving the blade more feel. You’ll never miss a shot while lobbing or 
chopping with the JOOLA CWX DEFENDER!

TONI HOLD WHITE SPOT
Featuring a straight-handle design, the JOOLA TONI HOLD WHITE 
SPOT is a classic defensive blade. The use of incredibly soft 
Cottonwood throughout creates an extra-soft touch and longer 
dwell-time for max control and accuracy. The JOOLA TONI HOLD 
WHITE SPOT is great in all chopping, blocking, and hitting situations!

CWX
The JOOLA CWX is the namesake blade of one of Europe's best 
defensive players, Chen Weixing. This 5+2 ply blade is well-suited for 
a chopping, but is also capable of fast topspin. 2 layers of black-cloth 
are utilized in the blade construction to provide increased control. 
With a solid Kiri core and soft Limba outer veneers, the medium-fast 
JOOLA CWX has just the right amount of flex and touch to suit all 
aspects of modern defensive play!

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 34 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,9 mm W: 159 mm L: 165 mm

HANDLE

HEAD
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 7,5 mm W: 162 mm L: 169 mm

HANDLE

HEAD
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,7 mm W: 155 mm L: 163 mm

ST 7 Ply                   

FL / ST 7 Ply                        

ST 5 Ply                                
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PRECISION BLADES

All ratings are between 1 (lowest) and 5 (highest).

CHALLENGER ALL
The JOOLA CHALLENGER ALL blade was designed for the allround player. This blade 
features medium-soft Lime Wood outer veneers that offer a high degree of control 
while its hard inner core definitely leaves enough reserves for offensive play. The 
medium-speed JOOLA CHALLENGER ALL has all the ideal characteristics to suite an 
allrounder’s game.

CHALLENGER CARBON
The JOOLA CHALLENGER CARBON blade is well-suited for playing styles  that require 
more speed. The 2 stiff Carbon layers lining the core increase the blade’s sweet 
spot for an even ball response and produce an incredible amount of speed. The soft 
Ayous outer veneers create an elastic effect that counterbalances the stiffness of 
the other plies for more control and a please touch. Lightweight and fast, the JOOLA 
CHALLENGER CARBON is the perfect blade for developing offensive players.

CHALLENGER OFF
The JOOLA CHALLENGER OFF blade is ideally suited for the spin-oriented attacker. 
The Limba outer veneers are preferred by topspin players for the feedback it creates. 
The Ayous veneers are more flexible, creating an elastic effect and medium touch that 
promotes more spin with a higher ball trajectory. A medium-fast blade, the JOOLA 
CHALLENGER OFF offers great control for precise attacks. It’s the perfect choice for 
progressive players looking to level-up with a higher-quality blade at an attractive 
price.

CHALLENGER JUNIOR
The JOOLA CHALLENGER JUNIOR is an allround blade designed for children using a 
smaller and thinner handle design. This blade features medium-soft Lime Wood outer 
veneers that offer a high degree of control while its hard inner core definitely leaves 
enough reserves for offensive play. The medium-speed JOOLA CHALLENGER JUNIOR 
has all the ideal characteristics to suite an allrounder’s game.

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 5,8 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6,1 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 31 mm Length: 92 mm

T: 6 mm W: 146 mm L: 151 mm

HANDLE

HEAD

FL Width: 35 mm Length: 100 mm
ST Width: 28 mm Length: 100 mm

T: 6 mm W: 151 mm L: 157 mmFL / ST 5 Ply                             

FL / ST 5 Ply                                                      

FL / ST 5 Ply                                                  

FL / ST 5+2 Ply                                            
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DRYPLAY
Lightweight, breathable polyester fabric that quickly wicks moisture 
away from the skin. Created specifically for athletic use, the high-
quality fibers are comfortable, yet durable.

MESHTEX
Characterized by air-regulating microspots in the material, fabrics 
with Meshtex technology are lightweight, elastic, and breathable.

SUBLIMATION
This textile printing method allows the special sublimation dyes to 
penetrate deep into the fabric, resulting in vibrant colors and long-
lasting designs.

ELASTOFIT
The elasticity of the specifically chosen fabric allows for optimum 
freedom of movement.

COTTON
High-quality cotton is used to create lightweight and comfortable 
table tennis clothing. The breathable fabric keeps the body cool 
during intense exertion.

SPORTSWEARSPORTSWEAR
6059



T E A M VIRO SERIES

VIROSERIES
NEW

With the JOOLA Shirt VIRO you can prove your fast 
moves. The breathable 100% Polyester Microdot 
material offers you a comfortable and dry wearing comfort, so 
you can focus on your game. In addition, the modern cut ensures 
unlimited freedom on the court.
The Women’s V-Neck style features a comfortable V-neck cut and 
tapered waist.

VIRO SHIRT
Material: 100% Polyester Microdot
Colors: black/blue, black/red, black/green, black/yellow

VIRO LADY SHIRT
Material: 100% Polyester Microdot
Colors: black/blue, black/red, black/green, black/yellow

BASIC SHORTS
The aptly named JOOLA BASIC Shorts are 
a universal short made with 100% polyester 
mesh cooling material to keep you comfortable 
through all kinds of activity. They feature 2 side 
pockets and an elastic waistband and pair well 
with any of our JOOLA shirts.

Material: 100% Polyester Micro Mesh
Colors: black, navy

PAIR WITH

PAIR WITH

MARA SKIRT
The JOOLA MARA Skirt, which features integrated safety-shorts, 
is the perfect competition skirt! It’s moisture-wicking and will 
keep you comfortable throughout intense play. It also has the 
elasticity needed for total freedom of movement. 

Material: 88% Polyester 12% Elasthan
Colors: black, navy

140-152, 2XS-5XL    

2XS-2XL     

140-152, 2XS-5XL                  2XS-2XL     

6261



 ACESERIES

T E A M ACE SERIES

The JOOLA ACE series shirts  feature a sophisticated 
colorblock design and JOOLA logos. The moisture-
wicking Dryplay and breathable Meshtex technologies 
make these 100% Polyester JOOLA ACE series shirts perfect for 
competition-wear! 

The Polo style features a neck collar and 3-button placket with 
box stitch. It’s also available in a breathable blend of 93% cotton 
and 7% Lycra.

The T-Shirt style features an innovative shallow V-cut collar.

The Women’s V-Neck style features a comfortable V-neck cut and 
tapered waist.

ACE SHIRT
Material: 100% Polyester Micro Mesh
Colors: black/blue, navy/lime, black/petrol, red/black

Material: 93% Cotton 3% Lycra
Colors: black/blue, navy/lime, black/petrol, red/black

BASIC SHORTS
The aptly named JOOLA BASIC Shorts are 
a universal short made with 100% polyester 
mesh cooling material to keep you comfortable 
through all kinds of activity. They feature 2 side 
pockets and an elastic waistband and pair well 
with any of our JOOLA shirts.

Material: 100% Polyester Micro Mesh
Colors: black, navy

PAIR WITH

ACE LADIES SHIRT
Material: 100%Polyester Micro Mesh
Colors: navy/lime, black/petrol, red/black

MARA SKIRT
The JOOLA MARA Skirt, which features integrated safety-shorts, is the perfect 
competition skirt! It’s moisture-wicking and will keep you comfortable throughout 
intense play. It also has the elasticity needed for total freedom of movement. 

Material: 88% Polyester 12% Elasthan
Colors: black, navy

PAIR WITH

140-152, 2XS-5XL                                             

2XS-5XL                                              140-152, 2XS-5XL                 2XS-2XL                                      

2XS-2XL                                                     
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T E A M
 ACESERIES

ACE T-SHIRT
Material: 100% Polyester Micro Mesh
Colors: black/blue, navy/lime, black/petrol, red/black

MACO SHORTS
JOOLA MACO Shorts are lightweight, midlength athletic shorts with high elasticity and 
breathability. The shorts feature 2 side pockets, an elastic waistband and adjusable 
drawstrings.

Material: 100% Polyester Dimple Elastic + Micro Dry Fit
Colors: black, navy

PAIR WITH

ACE TRACKSUIT
The JOOLA ACE Tracksuit Set is made with lightweight 
100% polyester featuring Diamond Cool Dry 
technology. It features a jacket with a full-length YKK 
zipper and cased elastic sleeve cuffs for comfortable 
wear. The set also comes with matching tracksuit 
pants with an elastic waistband and zippers on the 
leg, making the JOOLA Ace Tracksuit Set easy to wear 
over any competition outfit.

Material: 100% Polyester Diamond Cool Dry
Colors: black/blue, navy/lime, black/petrol, red/black

VISION ROLLBAG
The JOOLA Vision Rollbag is an extra-large duffle with wheels. A great 
choice for people embarking on longer journeys that need extra room 
for belongings. See page 88 for more information.

Also available 
in navy.

140-152, 2XS-5XL                                      

140-152, 2XS-5XL                                        

140-152, 2XS-5XL                           
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F A S H I O N

TRINITYSERIES

TRINITY SERIES

TRINITY SHIRT
Material: 100% Polyester Microdot
Colors: navy/red, navy/blue, navy/green

SPRINT SHORTS
The JOOLA SPRINT Shorts are a universal short made 
to keep you dry and comfortable through all kinds 
of activity. The solid color shorts are accented with 
a stripe on the 2 side pockets and feature an elastic 
waistband with adjustable drawstrings.

Material: 100% Polyester Micro Mesh
Colors: navy/lime, navy/red, black/grey

PAIR WITH

The JOOLA TRINITY series shirts are printed using  
Sublimation technology that allows dyes to penetrate 
deep into the moisture-wicking 100% Polyester material. As 
a result, the eye-catching colors of the modern ombré design are long-
lasting. Stand out on the court with the JOOLA TRINITY series shirts!

The Polo style features a neck collar and 3-button placket with box 
stitch.

The Women’s V-Neck style features a comfortable V-neck cut and 
tapered waist.

TRINITY LADIES SHIRT
Material: 100% Polyester Microdot
Colors: navy/red, navy/blue, navy/green

MARA SKIRT
The JOOLA MARA Skirt, which features integrated safety-shorts, is the perfect 
competition skirt! It’s moisture-wicking and will keep you comfortable throughout 
intense play. It also has the elasticity needed for total freedom of movement. 

Material: 88% Polyester 12% Elasthan
Colors: black, navy

PAIR WITH

140-5XL                            140-5XL                            
2XS-2XL                                     

2XS-2XL                                                    

140-152, 2XS-5XL                            140-152, 2XS-5XL                              
2XS-2XL                                      

2XS-2XL                                                     
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F A S H I O N

TRIGONSERIES
SUMMIT 

TRIGON SHIRT
The JOOLA TRIGON Shirt is the perfect competition shirt. Featuring an innovative 
shallow V-neck collar and Elastofit technology that allows for flexible stretch, this shirt 
allows for optimum freedom of movement. The lightweight 100% polyester material 
quickly wicks away moisture with its Dryplay technology. Compete at your best in the 
JOOLA TRIGON Shirt!

Material: 100% Polyester Micro Interlock
Colors: black/green, black/purple

NEXTT SHOE
With ultra boost cushioning 
system. See page 84 for 
more information.

TRIGON TRACKSUIT
The JOOLA TRIGON Tracksuit Set is made with a moisture-wicking 100% Polyester 
Stretch Ponjee material. The black jacket features a full-length YKK zipper and foldover 
collar. The set comes with matching straightlegged pants that feature pockets, an 
elastic waistband with tie and YKK zippers on the leg. Upgrade your athletic wear with 
the JOOLA TRIGON Tracksuit Set!

Material: 100% Polyester Stretch Ponjee
Colors: black/purple, black/grey

SUMMIT TRACKSUIT
The JOOLA SUMMIT Tracksuit Set is perfect for everyday wear.
The jacket has a sporty colorblock design, zipping pockets on each side, 
and an athletic fit. The stylish tapered pant features an elastic waistband 
with tie, zipping pockets and a zipper on the leg. All are high-quality YKK 
zippers. Stay on trend with the JOOLA SUMMIT Tracksuit Set!

Material: 100% Polyester Double Interlock
Colors: black/blue, navy/red

NEWFEATURE
JOOLA ensures that our apparel 
collection is branded with the 
new icon logo.

140-152, 2XS-3XL                                            

140-152, 2XS-5XL                                             

140-152, 2XS-5XL                                       
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SYNCHRO

F A S H I O N PERFORMANCE
100% 
Polyester

SYNCHRO SHIRT
The JOOLA SYNCHRO Shirt is the ultimate competition shirt! The moisture-wicking 
100% polyester material with Dryplay technology keeps you playing at your best. 
Featuring a comfortable rounded neck and Elastofit technology, this shirt is suitable 
for the whole range of table tennis movements. Printed using  Sublimation technology 
that allows dyes to penetrate deep into the fabric, the unique gradient stripe design 
of the JOOLA SYNCHRO Shirt will ensure all eyes are on you as you hit your game-
winning shot!

Material: 100% Polyester Micro Interlock
Colors: blue/pink, blue/l-blue

PERFORMANCE HOODIE
The JOOLA PERFORMANCE Hoodie delivers classic comfort. This cozy 
hoodie features a full length YKK zipper, pockets, and ribbed cuffs and 
hem to offer a snug fit.

Material:  100% Polyester
Colors:  red/black, blue/black ,blue/lime, black/white

PERFORMANCE PANTS
The JOOLA PERFORMANCE Pants deliver classic comfort. These cozy 
sweatpants feature an elastic waist with tie, side pockets, and YKK 
zippers on the leg.

Material: 100% Polyester
Colors: black

Material:  65% Cotton 35% Polyester
Colors:  grey

65% cotton 
35% Polyester 

blend

140-152, 2XS-3XL                                             

2XS-3XL                                              

2XS-3XL                                             

2XS-3XL                

7271



L I F E S T Y L E

ANVIA

STELLUS

NEW

NEW

STELLUS JACKET
The JOOLA jacket STELLUS is perfect to wear after you have given 
everything in the game. Wear it loose and casual in your free time or 
after a match. You will feel cozy anyway, thanks to the super soft inside 
it offers an extremely comfortable wearing comfort.

Material:  100% Polyester
Colors:  light grey, dark grey

2XS-3XL                                      

BACK VIEW
With extra back details.

ANVIA SHIRT
The JOOLA shirt ANVIA gives your warm-up outfit a classic look. The polyester cationic 
material provides a comfortable feeling, which you will especially love during the 
warm-up. The modern cut of the shirt gives you full flexibility and provides a high 
wearing comfort.

Material:  100% Polyester Micro Interlock
Colors: grey, navy

140-152, 2XS-3XL                                             
7473



L I F E S T Y L E

COMPETITION

CHILAXSERIESSIDE VIEW
With added side detail. 

COMPETITION SHIRT
The JOOLA COMPETITION T-Shirt is the ultimate everyday shirt for 
any athlete. Featuring a breathable and moisture-wicking blend of 
60% cotton and 40% polyester, this T-shirt will keep you comfortable 
and dry whether you’re at the club, gym, or on-the-go.

Material: 60% Cotton 40% Polyester
Colors: green, dark grey, blue

CHILAX TRACKSUIT
The sleek JOOLA CHILLAX Tracksuit Set is ideal for both 
lounging and everyday wear. The entire set has been designed 
with a heather-brushed look. The outside has a dry-fit feel while 
the inside has a cozy microfiber touch, but the entire outfit has 
plenty of stretch for extra comfort. Both the jacket and pants 
feature pockets with YKK zippers. The monochrome look takes 
this JOOLA CHILLAX Tracksuit Set to the next level.

Material: 100% Polyester Interlock
Colors: dark grey

CHILAX SHORTS
Soft and comfortable, you'll want to lounge in these JOOLA CHILAX shorts all day long. 
These shorts feature 2 side pockets and an elastic waistband with adjustable drawstring 
ties.

Material: 100% Polyester Terry
Colors: colors combinations

140-152, 2XS-3XL                                 

140-152, 2XS-5XL                                   

2XS-3XL                                                 
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L I F E S T Y L E

DYNARYZ T-SHIRT
Rock the logo of JOOLA’s top-rated DYNARYZ 
rubber series with this JOOLA DYNARYZ T-Shirt! The  
comfortable cotton blend material is great for any 
casualwear situation.

Material: 50% Polyester 50% Cotton
Colors: black

PHAZE T-SHIRT
The new era is here! Represent and show off JOOLA’s 
new logo with JOOLA PHAZE T-Shirt.  The  comfortable 
cotton blend material is great for any casualwear 
situation.

Material: 50% Polyester 50% Cotton
Colors: black

DYNARYZ TOWEL
The purple and black JOOLA DYNARYZ Towel is made of soft and 
absorbent 100% cotton terrycloth. The fast-drying towel measures 
100cm x 50cm and is perfect for toweling off during training, at 
tournaments, or at the gym.

Material: 100% cotton 
Colors: black/purple

JOOLA CAP
The JOOLA Cap is made of breathable cotton and features an 
adjustable back for a comfortable, personalized fit. The stylish 
black cap is embroided with JOOLA's Trinity logo and is the perfect 
accessory for any outfit.

JOOLA WRISTBAND
The JOOLA Wristband is made of absorbent terrycloth and features a 
comfortable elastic fit. This one-size-fits-all sweatband is perfect for 
any athlete and will wick away sweat during any kind of workout to 
keep you dry and performing at your best.

JOOLA HEADBAND
The JOOLA Headband is an elastic headband that secures your hair 
in place so you can concentrate on the game with no distractions. 
Made from moisture-wicking polyester, this headband is comfortable 
and washable.

JOOLA INSULATED CUP
The JOOLA Insulated Cup features a double-walled insulated design that 
will keep your drinks at their desired temperature for hours. This reusable 
tumbler can hold up to 20 fl oz and will never sweat or be too hot to hold. 
The airtight lid is removable and features an easy-slide opening with lip. 
The JOOLA Insulated Cup fits most cup holders and is perfect for morning 
commutes, sporting events, office use, and more.

JOOLA TOWEL
Whether you're training at the club, at the gym, or at a tournament, keep
yourself dry and comfortable with the JOOLA Towel. Measuring 100cm x 
50cm, this blue and black towel showcases JOOLA's new Trinity logo and 
is made from high-quality 100% cotton terrycloth. 

Material: 100% cotton 
Colors: black/blue

JOOLA SHAKER
With a leak proof design, secure seal cap and detachable carry loop, the 
JOOLA Shaker Bottle makes it easy to take your shake wherever you go. 
It has wide mouth that accommodates large scoops and makes it easy to 
clean. The stainless steel wire mixes your beverages in a breeze. 

OUTGEAR PUFFER JACKET
The JOOLA OUTGEAR Puffer Jacket is the perfect layer for those chilly fall 
and spring days! This lightweight jacket is water-resistant to keep you dry 
and comfortable in a variety of weather conditions. The JOOLA OUTGEAR 
PUFFER JACKET features a full-length YKK zipper with collar and elastic 
sleeve cuffs to keep you warm. 2 side pockets and the additional chest 
pocket provide ample storage for all your personal accessories. Stay 
warm with the JOOLA OUTGEAR Puffer Jacket!

Material: 100% Polyester
Colors: navy

2XS-3XL                                         

XS-3XL                                 XS-3XL                                 

                         

100% Polyester                                 

500ml                                              500ml                                       
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BALLSBALLS

FLASH 40+
The JOOLA FLASH Ball is a top-of-the-line 3-star seamless poly competition ball. Approved by the International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF), each 
40+mm JOOLA FLASH Ball provides a consistent bounce, stable flight trajectory, even spin, and exceptional durability.

PRIME 40+
The JOOLA PRIME Ball is a 3-star ball approved by the International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF) for competition use. The ABS material with seam 
guarantees identical thickness, even hardness and exceptional durability. The 40+mm JOOLA PRIME Balls are absolute top-quality.

BALLS

Box of 3  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Box of 6  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Box of 72    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Box of 3  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Box of 6  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Box of 72  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PLASTICBALL
with seam
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BALL PICK UP NET
With the JOOLA Pick-Up Net, you can spend less 
time picking up balls and more time practicing! 
Designed with a ribbed edge on the frame, 
the nylon micromesh netting will last through 
extended use. The retractable pole allows the 
net to fold easily for storage while the extension 
feature allows you to easily retrieve balls in 
hard-to-reach places. With a 100-ball capacity 
the JOOLA Pick-Up Net makes ball pick-up a 
breeze. 

BALL BOX WITH HOLDER
The JOOLA Ball Box with Holder features a 
durable plastic ball storage box and includes 
144 JOOLA MAGIC ABS Balls for multiball 
sessions. A lightweight metal frame can be 
easily assembled and attached to the ball box 
to conveniently hold it up to service height. The 
JOOLA Ball Box with Holder is a must for evey 
table tennis coach!

Box of 72  white. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Box of 72  orange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Box of 144  white. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Box of 72    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Box of 120     . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PLASTICBALL
with seam

PLASTICBALL
with seam

MAGIC ABS 40+
The JOOLA MAGIC ABS Balls are essential for club training. Made of high-quality ABS material with seam, the identical hardness of each 40+mm ball is 
particularly noticeable. The 2-star JOOLA MAGIC ABS Balls have a stable flight trajectory and consistent ball bounce that make them the ideal pratice 
ball.

FLIP 40+
The JOOLA FLIP Balls are 2-star training balls made for competitive play. These 40+mm balls have great playing features and are the ideal seamless 
poly ball for club and youth training. 

TRAINING ABS  40+
The JOOLA TRAINING ABS Balls are universal for all training situations. Made of ABS material with seam, the 40+mm balls are highly durable, making 
them the perfect training balls for clubs.
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 PRO 
 BLAST

FOOTWEAR

MD/rubber sole for a 
better sense of balance

Midsole for absorption 

Stabilized heel for 
secure hold

Breathable mesh

Flexible midsole

Colored lacesExtra soft, 
ergonomic inner 
sole

PRO BLAST SHOES
The JOOLA PRO BLAST Shoes is the ultimate shoe for 
competitive play. The padded inner sole provides necessary 
support while the outer sole is extremely flexible and has a 
non-slip grip. The mesh fabric inserts at the front and sides 
make the shoe breathable, allowing you to stay fresh and 
comfortable throughout the most competitive matches. 
Improve your footwork with the JOOLA PRO BLAST Shoes!

Colors: navy, pink, teal, white

PRO BLAST PINK

PRO BLAST TEAL

PRO BLAST WHITE

Size: 36-46                                           
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NexTT

NEXTT SHOES
The JOOLA NexTT Shoe is designed for the specific movement 
patterns of table tennis.  An innovative cushioning system is utilized 
in the midsole to enhance sidestep movements. This extremely 
comfortable shoe features a high-grip, extremely light sole that 
enables fast movements on a wide variety of indoor floors. The JOOLA 
NexTT Shoe is the ultimate competition shoe!

Colors: navy-lime, navy-orange

Innovative cushioning 
system for maximum 
dynamics in sidesteps

EVA midsoleFixed footstrap 

Elastic, breathable 
mesh material 

Colored laces in 
two versions

Comfortable fit
Heel fixation for 

secure hold

Torsion 
support in 

midfoot area

Abrasion-resistant and 
non-slip, highly flexible 

Dynagrip sole 

COURT SHOES
The JOOLA COURT Shoe is extremely lightweight. The unique 
flexilibty and strong grip of the sole supports table tennis-
specific movements, such as fast lunges or side-steps. The 
soft, supportive insole also ensures optimal comfort. The 
JOOLA COURT Shoe is perfect for players of all levels! Adult 
and junior sizes available.

Colors: white/navy

RALLY SHOES
The JOOLA RALLY Shoe is focused on comfort for the 
competitive player. Uppers made from porous mesh and 
moisture-wicking microfiber guarantee excellent breathability 
and odor relief. Phylon material was utilized in the sole to make 
it light-weight and slip-resistant. Additionally, the EVA inner 
sole with supination support prevents the foot from deviating 
outwards and reduces heavy strain on the joints. Perform at 
your best with the JOOLA RALLY Shoe!

Colors: white/blue

COURT JUNIOR SHOES
Court Adult   • Size: 36-46                           
Court Junior  • Size: 30-36                 

Size: 36-45                                    

Size: 36-47                          
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JOOLA TERNI Socks are plush and perfect for everyday wear. Made of mostly cotton, these socks absord odors and moisture to keep you 
comfortable and performing at your best.

Material: 80%Cotton, 20%Spandex
Colors: Sneaker Socks: grey-black, black-grey, white-grey
             Socks:     grey-white, white-black, white-grey
             Short Socks:     white-grey, grey-black, black-grey

ALU BAT CASE
The JOOLA Aluminum Bat Case is the perfect accessory to protect your 
investment! The hardshell case features a foam inlay to safely hold 1 bat and 3 
balls. Secures using a durable metal latch.

Dimensions: 30 x 22 x 5 cm

POCKET CASE
Bring your equipment on-the-go with the JOOLA POCKET CASE! This nylon 
case is lightweight and durable and features an easy-carry handle. The main 
compartment holds 1 bat while the outer ball compartment can hold up to 3 
balls.

Dimensions: 29 x 19 x 2 cm

ALU LASER BAT CASE
The JOOLA Aluminum LASER Bat Case is the perfect accessory to protect your 
investment! The hardshell case features a foam inlay to safely hold 1 bat and 3 
balls. Secures using a durable metal latch.

Dimensions: 30 x 22 x 5 cm

ALU DOUBLE BAT CASE
Protect your equipment with the JOOLA Aluminum Double Bat Case! The 
hardshell case features double-sided foam inlay to safely hold 2 bats and 6 
balls. A strap on either side prevents the bats from shifting around. The case 
stays securely closed using a durable metal latch.

Dimensions: 30 x 22 x 6 cm

BALL CASE
Always train with the table tennis balls of your choice by safely bringing them on-
the-go with the JOOLA Ball Case! This case was molded to securely hold 3 table 
tennis balls and features an easy-access zip-closure. With a convenient keychain 
hook, you can easily attach this to your training bag or even your keys!

black, blue, silver                          

blue, green, red                        

black                      

black, red                                      

black                             

BACK

INSIDE

INSIDE

INSIDE

TERNI SNEAKER SOCKS

TERNI SOCKS

TERNI SHORT SOCKS

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45), XL (46-47)               
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VISION II BAGS

VISION II BACKPACK
The JOOLA VISION II BACKPACK is more than just a bag. The wide-
opening zippered main compartment and additional pockets give you 
plenty of room to store all your table tennis stuff neatly and allows 
quick access to everything you have with you. Comfortable shoulder 
straps provide a familiar feel and are also ideal for everyday use.

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 50 x 31 x 20 cm

black, green, blue                         

VISION II BAG
Whether you are on your way to practice or to your most important 
match, the JOOLA VISION II BAG is your perfect companion. In two 
separate side compartments you can separate your shoes from 
your clean clothes in the spacious main compartment. Thanks 
to the additional integrated compartments you can store super 
smaller accessories and you will always find what you are looking 
for.

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 31 x 51 x 30 cm

black, blue       

VISION II RACKET CASE
The JOOLA VISION II RACKET CASE is ideal for storing your table 
tennis rackets. Equipped with specially shaped SBS zippers, there 
is a compartment with two areas to safely store your rackets. The 
second compartment is the best place to store your small personal 
items. The built-in foam padding provides additional protection for 
your sacred rackets.

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 31 x 22 x 6 cm

black, blue         
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 VISIONBAGS
VISION REFLEX BACKPACK
The JOOLA VISION REFLEX Backpack is perfect for players on-the-
go! The backpack features 3 main compartments, with a padded 
laptop sleeve in the main one that can be secured with a hook-and-
loop fastener. The middle compartment includes 2 built-in pocket 
organizers. The padded shoulder straps and co-molded rubber and 
fabric handle offer a nice alternative way to transport your items. 
Comfortably carry everything you need with the JOOLA VISION 
REFLEX Backpack!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 32 x 18 x 48 cm

VISION VORTEX BACKPACK
The JOOLA VISION VORTEX Backpack features a utility-focused 
rucksack design. The interior has an additional pocket and the roll-
top-closure provides expandability options. Padded shoulder straps 
offer a comfortable way to carry your belongings while the high-quality 
SBS zippers keep them safe. The JOOLA VISION VORTEX Backpack is 
perfect for overnight stays and quick trips!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 55 x 28,5 x 12,5 cm

VISION BACKPACK
The JOOLA VISION Backpack is a great blend of utility and style! 
The main compartment features a padded laptop sleeve that can be 
secured with a hook-and-loop fastener, a large interior zip pocket, 
and 2 smaller pockets.There are 3 compartments in the front, 2 of 
which zip close with custom-molded SBS zippers. A sewn-in hood with 
buckle strap keeps your items secure and dry. Travel in style with the 
JOOLA VISION Backpack!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 31 x 17,5 x 48 cm

black/red                                     

black/red                                   

black/red                                      
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VISION COMPACT BAG
The JOOLA VISION COMPACT Bag is a large, durable duffle.  Multiple 
pockets and compartments allow you to easily organize table tennis 
gear, clothing and other travel items. One of the side pockets extends 
into the main compartment, providing ample, but separate storage for 
shoes and dirty laundry. The JOOLA VISION COMPACT Bag has space 
for everything you need!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 68 x 38 x 30 cm

VISION TOUREX BAG
The JOOLA VISION TOUREX Bag is a durable midsize duffle, perfect for 
short trips and tournaments. Multiple pockets and compartments allow 
you to easily organize gear and other travel items. Reinforced structural 
webbing and a padded bottom layer protect your belongings. The 
JOOLA VISION TOUREX Bag easily fits into the overhead compartments 
of planes and is well-suited for players on the move.

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 60 x 35 x 27 cm

VISION ROLLBAG
The JOOLA VISION Rollbag is an extra-large duffle with wheels. The 
large oversized storage area allows you to easily organize all your 
clothing and table tennis gear. The adjustable 2-stage built-in handle 
and the smooth-roll wheels make moving the bag effortless. The steel-
reinforced Rollbag maintains a firm vertical standing position when 
well-packed. There's even a built-in exterior name tag holder with clear 
window for easy bag identification!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 73 x 40 x 35 cm

VISION TROLLEY BACKPACK
The  JOOLA VISION TROLLEY Backpack is the perfect hybrid 
tournament companion that fits into the overhead compartment of 
a plane! Hideable padded shoulder straps allow you to easily carry 
the bag .Lighten the load with the 2-stage adjustable built-in handle 
and the 4 heavy-duty swivel wheels that allow you to roll the bag 
with ease. Travel with freedom and flexibility using the JOOLA VISION 
TROLLEY Backpack!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 54 x 34 x 24 cm

VISION COACH BACKPACK
The JOOLA VISION COACH Backpack has everything a table tennis 
coach could need! The main compartment features a padded 
laptop sleeve that can be secured with a hook-and-loop fastener, 
an interior zip pocket, and a pocket fit for a phone. A co-molded 
rubber and fabric handle on the side of the bag allows users to 
carry the backpack briefcase-style. The padded shoulder-straps 
can be tucked away when not worn as a backpack. Coach in style 
with the JOOLA VISION COACH Backpack!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 31 x 10 x 41,5 cm

VISION SHOE BAG
Keep your training bag clean and organized with the JOOLA 
VISION Shoe Bag! Use the stylish drawstring bag to keep dirty 
shoes and sweaty clothes separate from the rest of your table 
tennis items. The black material with two-tone graphic looks 
great and is machine washable. 

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 39 x 33 cm

VISION SAFE RACKET CASE
The JOOLA VISION SAFE Racket Case with 2 
storage compartments is ideal for the serious 
player. Featuring custom-molded SBS zippers, 
one section unzips to reveal 2 unique pockets 
that hold 1 racket each. The other section is ideal 
for storing small personal items. Encased foam 
padding provides an extra protective layer. The 
JOOLA VISION SAFE Racket Case is an all-in-one 
for protecting your items!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 30 x 21 x 6,5 cm

VISION FOCUS RACKET CASE
The JOOLA VISION FOCUS Racket Case is the 
perfect mid-size protective case. With custom-
molded SBS zippers, the case unzips to reveal a 
lined interior with space for 1 racket, plus small 
accessories. Encased foam padding provides an 
extra protective layer. Keep your equipment safe 
with the JOOLA VISION FOCUS Racket Case!

Material: 600d Polyester - 210d Polyester
Dimensions: 30 x 21 x 3,5 cm

black/red                                    black/red                                     

black/red                                         black/red                                      

black/red                         

black/red                 black/red                  

black/red                             
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TABLE CLEANER
The JOOLA Table Cleaner ensures 
that your table tennis table stays in 
premium playing condition! This spray 
cleaner easily removes dust, dirt, and 
sweat stains.

TURBO CLEANER 
The JOOLA TURBO Rubber Cleaner restores 
your table tennis rubber to its optimal playing 
condition. This rejuvenating VOC-free spray 
cleaner is antistatic to prevent dust and leaves a 
clean, refreshed rubber surface every time.

3,40 €
For sponge only

LEX GLUE
The JOOLA LEX Glue is a table tennis essential! This solvent-free, 
latex-based glue has a smooth application, short drying time, and 
easy removal. It’s perfect for any player who assembles their own 
blade and rubbers!

EDGE TAPE
The JOOLA Edge Tape is a cloth-reinforced tape that keeps 
your blade and rubber setup safe from accidental knicks and 
dings!

X-GLUE
The JOOLA X-Glue Table Tennis Rubber Glue is the ideal glue for bat 
assembly! The VOC-free formula is easy to apply and remove and has 
a short drying time.

SPONGES WITH CLIPS
The JOOLA Rubber Gluing Sponges with Clip 
Applicators comes in a set of 50 disposable spon-
ges and 2 clips. These sponges ensure smooth 
application of glues while the clip applicators 
ensure that your fingers stay clean during the rubber 
assembly process.

RUBBER PROTECTION BAG
Use the JOOLA Rubber Protection Bag to preserve 
the tacky characteristics of your rubbers by 
preventing particulates from settling onto it.

BLADE SEALING VARNISH
Ensure the longevity of your blade with the JOOLA Blade 
Sealing Varnish! Use this product to seal fresh table tennis 
blades prior to first gluing to protect the surface against the 
effects of repeated gluing.

500ml                       250ml                                    

50ml                                

50 sponge / 2 clips        

D
Y

N
A

R
Y

Z
J

O
O

L
A

purple 5m / 12mm 50 m / 12mm
black 5m / 12mm 50 m / 12mm
purple 5m / 10mm 50 m / 10mm
black 5m / 10mm 50 m / 10mm

purple 5m / 12mm 50 m / 12mm
purple 5m / 10mm 50 m / 10mm

20ml /19g                                     
100ml /95g                                   
1000ml /950g                                  

37ml /37g                                     
90ml /90g                                    
1000ml/ 1000g                                    

CLIPPER FOAM SET
The JOOLA CLIPPER Foam your table tennis 
rubbers fresh! The cleaning foam comes in an 
easy-to-use spray can and wipes clean to restore 
your rubber to ideal playing condition.

100ml               

RUBBER CLEANER SET
With the JOOLA Rubber Cleaner Set you have 
everything you need to keep your table tennis 
bat clean! The JOOLA Pro Cleaner cleans and 
maintains the coverings of your table tennis 
racket and also gives them an improved grip 
and durability. The cleaning sponge made of 
synthetic leather included in the set also ensures 
gentle cleaning of the sensitive surface.

125ml               
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25 mm 25 mm133 kg 124 kg64x175 cm 62x166 cm

25 mm 25 mm125 kg 125 kg66x166 cm 66x166 cm

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

IT
TF

 T
AB

LE
SITTF TABLES

ROLLOMAT PRO
• ITTF approved JOOLA competition surface, 25 mm
• super fast playing surface due to coating in special process
• metal profile frame 50 mm high
• automatic system
• stable, powder-coated metal base frame
• proven, stable construction with automatically opening feet
• double anti-tilt device
• complies with European standard EN 14468-1 A high performance sports

blue, green                                       

DUOMAT PRO
• ITTF approved JOOLA competition plate, 25 mm
• transport system - each plate half movable on 4 rollers
• stable, powder-coated metal base frame
• double tilt protection
• small storage space for several tables
• ideal for clubs with large youth work, many training hours
• complies with European standard EN 14468-1 A high performance sports

blue, green                                      

3000SC PRO
• ITTF approved JOOLA competition surface, 25 mm
• super fast playing surface due to polyester coating in special process
• metal profile frame 50 mm
• SUPER COMPACT SYSTEM - easy assembly and disassembly
• 4 swivel castors, 2 with brake
• stable, powder-coated metal base frame
• solid hard rubber height adjusters
• According to EN 14468-1A high performance sports

blue, green                     

2000-S PRO
• ITTF approved JOOLA competition table top, 25 mm
• classic standing table
• stable, powder-coated metal base frame
• proven, stable construction
• easy assembly due to perfect folding fitting
• 2 stable castors per half for comfortable transport
• complies with European standard EN 14468-1 A high performance sports

blue, green      
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25 mm 124 kg 62x166 cm

22 mm 106 kg 62x166 cm

19 mm 90 kg 68x167 cm

15 mm 59 kg

WORLD CUP 
• JOOLA tournament-quality table with 22mm playing surface
•  Undercarriage made of powder-coated 50mm metal tubing 
• Dual locking devices for added safety and 4 casters per half for easy transport and storage
• Separate folding halves allow for solo playback mode and compact storage
• 4 adjustable leg levelers guarantee regulation precision
• Available in green or blue table surface colors
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-1 A high performance sports)

blue, green                                        

WORLD CUP 25-S
• ITTF-approved JOOLA competition table with 25mm table top
• Playing surface sealed with advanced coating technique for consistent ball bounce 
•  Undercarriage made of powder-coated 50mm metal tubing 
• Dual locking devices for added safety and 4 casters per half for easy transport and storage
• Separate folding halves allow for solo playback mode and compact storage
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-1 A high performance sports)

blue, green                                          

TRANSPORT
• Sturdy 19mm wood composite surface for consistent ball bounce
• Quick 20 minute assembly
• Dual locking devices and 4 locking casters per half for added safety during
   transport and storage
• Separate folding halves allow for solo playback mode and compact storage
• Solid powder-coated metal undercarriage with adjustable leg-levelers
• Includes net and post set - perfect for your home, office or community center
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-1 B)

blue, green                                          

300-S
• table top 15 mm
• high quality finish
• metal frame 20 mm
• powder-coated folding metal undercarriage
• low storage dimensions
• corresponds with European Standards EN  14468-1B school and club sports

blue                                         
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15 mm

18 mm

87 kg

105 kg

63x161 cm

58x161 cm 18 mm 105 kg 58x161 cm

6 mm 78,5 kg 56x157 cm

NEW NEW

NEW NEWINSIDE J15
• high quality JOOLA board, 15 mm
• fashionable stylish design
• two separate, foldable halves 
• height adjustable feet
• lockable 3 inch casters for safety, stability and mobility
• double anti-tilt device
• small storage space for multiple tables
• net post set included

black                                         

INSIDE J18
• high quality JOOLA board, 18 mm
• fashionable stylish design
• two separate, foldable halves 
• height adjustable feet
• lockable 3 inch casters for safety, stability and mobility
• double anti-tilt device
• small storage space for multiple tables
•  net post set included

black                                           

INSIDE 18
• high quality JOOLA board, 18 mm
• fashionable stylish design
• two separate, foldable halves 
• height adjustable feet
• double anti-tilt device
• ideal for hobby, club and school sports
• small storage space for multiple tables
•  net post set included

blue                                      

RALLY TL OUTDOOR
• high quality JOOLA board, 15 mm
• fashionable stylish design
• two separate, foldable halves 
• height adjustable feet
• double anti-tilt device
• ideal for hobby, club and school sports
• small storage space for multiple tables
•  net post set included

blue                                          
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22 mm 87,5 kg 65x160 cm

6 mm 78,5 kg 56x157 cm

6 mm 86,5 kg 60x157 cm

NEW

NEW

ALUTERNA
• Weatherproof 6mm aluminum plastic composite playing surface
• Quick 20 minute assembly
• Dual locking devices and 4 locking 15cm casters per half for added safety during transport 
and storage
• Separate folding halves allow for solo playback mode and compact storage
• Solid powder-coated metal undercarriage with adjustable leg-levelers
• Includes net and post set - perfect for your deck, backyard, or patio!
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-1 D)

blue                                   

OUTDOOR J200A
• Weatherproof, 6mm thick aluminum/plastic composite playing surface
• fashionable stylish design
• two separate, foldable halves 
• height adjustable feet
• lockable 7cm casters for safety, stability and mobility
• double anti-tilt device
• quick assembly in 15 minutes
• net post set included

black                                          

OUTDOOR J500A
• Weatherproof, 6mm thick aluminum/plastic composite playing surface
• fashionable stylish design
• two separate, foldable halves 
• height adjustable feet
• lockable 15cm casters for safety, stability and mobility
• double anti-tilt device
• quick assembly in 15 minutes
• net post set included

black                   
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293 kg

128 kg MINI
- Fun game table
- dimensions: 90 x 45 cm, height: 76 cm
- matching net set included in the price

blue, green 

MIDSIZE
• Leisure table in midi format
• ideal for confined spaces
• real table tennis game possible
• incl. net set
• dimensions: 168 x 84 cm
• height 76 cm

blue, green         

EXTERNA
• Table made of weatherproof fibre-glass reinforced polyester – proven against frost, heat, UV radiation
   and temperature fluctuations
• Even playing surface for consistent ball bounce
• Solid undercarriage
• ideal for public areas such as playgrounds and campsites
• Fixing to a foundation is not necessary, only level ground is needed
• Weighs a solid 128 kg
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-1 C)
• Net not included, has to be purchased separately

blue                                         

CITY
• Table made of weatherproof fibre-glass reinforced polyester – proven against frost, heat, UV radiation
   and temperature fluctuations
• Pore-free playing surface for consistent ball bounce
• Undercarriage made of solid rectangular steel tubing (50/40mm) that's been hot-dip galvanized, and is
  dismountable
• Due to its solid construction, it's ideal for public areas such as parks, playgrounds, and campsites
• Fixing to a foundation is not necessary, only level ground is needed
• Weighs 293 kg total, but with the heaviest part weighing only 78kg, only 2 people are needed for
  assembly
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-1 C)
• Net not included, has to be purchased separately

blue                                             
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ITTF NETS
LEISURE NETS
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WM ULTRA NET SET
 • Premium-quality
 • ITTF-approved for competition
• Pressure plate and contact area with rubber protection 
• Large contact area for stability
• Easy-use large 14mm-mounting screw
• Solid metal body
• Micro vertical adjustment system
• Cotton-iron yarn net
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 A High-
    Performance Sports)

WM NET SET
 • ITTF-approved for competition
• Solid metal body
• Easy-use large 14mm-mounting screw
• Net made of cotton-steel thread 
• Micro-vertical adjustment system 
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 A)

SPRING NET SET
• ITTF-approved for competition
• Net made of cotton-steel thread
• Micro-vertical adjustment system   
• Secure spring-loaded clamp-style table mount 
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 A)

PRO TOUR NET SET
• ITTF-approved for competition
• Net made of cotton-iron yarn
• Micro-vertical adjustment system 
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 A)

PERMANENT NET SET
• Stationary net and post set designed for JOOLA Rollomat, Olymp 
    and 5000 tables constructed from 2013 onwards
• Disassembly not necessary to put tables in storage position
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 A)

EASY NET SET
• Metal net and post set 
• Adjustable net tensioning system 
• Great for recreational play 
• Intuitive screw-style table mounting system
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 C)

KLICK NET SET
• Solid metal net and post set
• Adjustable net tensioning system 
• Convenient net height adjustment screw 
• Secure clamp-style table mount 
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 B)

LIBRE NET SET
• Weatherproof plastic
• Adjustable net tensioning system 
• Great for recreational play  
• Comes with convenient storage pouch
• Secure clamp-style table mount 
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 C)

AVANTI NET SET
• Solid metal net and post set 
• Adjustable net tensioning system 
• Convenient net height adjustment screw 
• Intuitive screw-style table mounting system
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 C)

SNAPPER NET SET
• Compact metal net and post set
• Convenient net height adjustment screw 
• Secure clamp-style table mount 
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 C)

OUTDOOR NET SET
• Weatherproof plastic
• Adjustable net tensioning system 
• Great for recreational play  
• Comes with convenient storage pouch
• Intuitive screw-style table mounting system
• European Norms compliant (EN 14468-2 C)

WX ALUMINIUM
• Net made of reinforced and weatherproof cotton yarn
• Can be used on indoor and outdoor table tennis tables
• Net set complies with the standards EN 14468-2 C recreational 
  sports standards
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iPONG V300
The JOOLA IPONG V300 offers everything 
you need to up your game! This robot holds 
over 100 40mm+ ping pong balls and shoots 
at an adjustable frequency ranging from 12 to 
70 balls per minute. The JOOLA IPONG V300 
features a memory button to save your favorite 
setting as well as a play/pause button to make 
adjustments. Use the wireless remote to switch 
between endless shot options ranging from 
levels 0-9 for: ball frequency, side-to-side 
oscillation, topspin speed and underspin speed. 
Place the robot on the included tilt stand to 
practice an even wider range of strokes. Start 
playing like a pro in just seconds with minimal 
assembly!

Dimensions: 48 x 28 x 28 cm

iPONG V200
The JOOLA IPONG V200 is perfect for practicing 
without a partner! The robot holds up to 
100 40mm+ ping pong balls and casts at an 
adjustable frequency ranging from 12 to 70 balls 
per minute. Use the remote to switch between 
backspin, topspin, and heavy topspin. Place the 
JOOLA IPONG V200 on the included tilt stand 
to practice an even wider range of strokes. This 
simple, affordable, and fun table tennis robot 
brings recreational table tennis to a new level of 
competitive play. 

Dimensions: 48 x 28 x 28 cm

iPONG V100
Learn table tennis the right way with the JOOLA 
IPONG V100 Table Tennis Training Robot! This robot 
is ideal for beginners and  shoots out customizable 
topspin balls so that you can master your table 
tennis skills. Just use the wired remote to get your 
desired spin! There’s no more waiting for a practice 
partner. This compact machine is more like a live 
opponent rather than a ‘playback feature,’ and it 
can continuously shoot more than 100 table tennis 
balls before needing to be reloaded. The JOOLA 
IPONG V100 Table Tennis Training Robot comes 
with a tilt stand so you can practice shots from 
various angles!

Dimensions: 45 x 28 x 28 cm

blue              green                 red                 

iPONG COLLECTION NET
The JOOLA iPONG ball catching net is the ideal counterpart to the 
JOOLA iPONG robots. Simply and quickly mounted, the net catches 
the balls and guides them through an integrated opening into a 
container/bucket. Refilling the iPong is thus significantly simplified.

ROBOT SHORTY
Simplest handling with multifunctionality is the motto of the tabletop robot 
ROBOT SHORTY. Variable speeds, 8 different rotation forms, trajectory 
variations and oscillation option bring a variety of training and application 
possibilities. Catch net, remote control, large ball container and easy assembly/
disassembly make the ROBOT SHORTY an indispensable part of every training 
session. Catch net included in delivery.

gold/schwarz       

SERVICE PRACTICE NET
The JOOLA Service Practice Net reliably collects balls during service, multi-ball, 
or robot practice! It uses a built-in funnel design to collect your spent pingpong 
balls into a container (not inlcuded), saving you time and allowing you to easily 
refill your training robot! The JOOLA Service Practice Net has an intelligent 
rolling system and practical folding mechanism that allow for easy storage. This 
is a must for clubs and for players serious about their training.

112111



BARRIER TRANSPORTER
The JOOLA Barrier Transporter is a double-decker storage hanger 
for table tennis barriers. Featuring 4 lockable wheels and 40/40mm 
steel tube construction with zinc-coating, 4 sets of hangers can be 
directly hung on the JOOLA Barrier Transporter. There is a maximum 
of 14 barriers on each side. This transporter is available in 2 different 
length options.

2,00m transporter           
2,33m transporter    

BARRIER
JOOLA Barriers are ideal for daily club use. Made with sturdy, tear-free PVC, 
rogue shots will be stopped from entering adjacent courts, so that the flow 
of play stays undisturbed.

black, blue, green Height: 71 cm Width: 2,00 m
black, blue, green Height: 71 cm Width: 2,33 m
black, blue, green Height: 90 cm Width: 2,00 m

STANDARD SCOREBOARD
The JOOLA STANDARD Scoreboard features 
a fixed tri-fold design, which can be easily 
collapsed for storage. The durable weatherproof 
material makes this a great choice for playing in 
any setting. The JOOLA STANDARD Scoreboard 
has time-out and home/guest displays with 
scores 0-30.

POINTER SCOREBOARD
The JOOLA POINTER Scoreboard is ideal for 
club and tournament use! Featuring a spiral 
spine, the scoreboard easily unfolds and is kept 
in standing position using the durable storage 
box as a stand. Time-out cards are included.

RESULT SCOREBOARD
The JOOLA RESULT Scoreboard is made from 
a hard, durable plastic - making it the perfect 
choice for frequent club use. It features sturdy, 
non-tear PVC number cards that can indicate 
0-5 for sets and 0-30 for points. The design of 
the JOOLA RESULT Scoreboard acts as a storage 
case when the scorebard is closed.

UMPIRE TABLE
The JOOLA Umpire Table is the umpire table 
of choice for many international events and is 
suitable for club use. It features a clever self-
folding design with built-in handle. It can be 
safely carried and easily stored.

UMPIRE TABLE WITH TOWEL BOXES
The JOOLA Umpire Table with Towel Boxes is the 
ultimate choice for tournament use! The umpire table 
is in the center with towel boxes conveniently located 
on either side. This one-piece design can be carried by 
one person and be set up in a few seconds.The solid 
construction ensures longterm usability.

TOWEL BOX
The JOOLA Towel Box is great for tournament 
use! Made from double wall corrugated, 
heavy-duty carboard, the JOOLA Towel Box is 
incredibly lightweight and easy to set up for 
events. 

PRO BARRIERS
JOOLA Pro Barrier is the elegant way to separate individual 
courts. The low weight as well as the integrated magnetic 
mechanism to connect the single borders make the handling 
very comfortable. A table tennis hall completely bordered 
with the JOOLA Pro Barriers shines in new splendor and 
gets a professional touch.

5er Pack  140 x 70 cm  

BACKSIDE

FRONTSIDE
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SET FAMILY
The set Family includes 4 table tennis bats, 5 white and 5 orange 40+ mm 
table tennis balls! The table tennis set comes in a handy storage bag. This 
can also be attached to the table tennis table. The concave handle shape of 
the JOOLA SPIRIT bat is ergonomic and thus offers maximum grip strength! 
With this table tennis set you bring entertainment and fitness together in one 
game for people of all ages! SET DUO PRO

The JOOLA Table Tennis Set DUO PRO, consisting of two JOOLA MATCH 
PRO table tennis bats, three JOOLA Tournament*** table tennis balls and a 
practical cover to store everything, is perfect for players who always have 
their equipment ready to compete with their opponents.

SET DUO
Table tennis set with one racket each JOOLA MATCH and JOOLA TOP with 
1.7 mm ITTF-approved TRAMP rubbers (pimples inside) and 3 balls JOOLA 
Select.

SET TEAM SCHOOL
The JOOLA table tennis set TEAM SCHOOL consists of 4 table tennis bats 
(pimples inside) and 4 balls each in white and orange. With the handy storage 
bag can be easily stowed all 4 table tennis bats.

TABLE TENNIS SETS
LEISURE
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ROSSKOPF CLASSIC
A table tennis bat on absolute top level!
The non-slip micron rubbers generate highest rotation values and are very 
dynamic. The pleasant playing feel also helps you to keep control of your 
strokes. This offensive bat offers you everything you need to dominate your 
opponent!

ROSSKOPF SMASH
The perfect control for your game! 
The ITTF approved JOOLA Vizon rubbers have a high dynamic to set 
offensive accents with a lot of rotation. This racquet gives you the feeling 
to have everything under control. It helps you enormously to avoid 
mistakes and to place your shots exactly where you want them.

ROSSKOPF ATTACK
Revitalize your attacking game! 
The fast Vizon rubbers offer you lots of options for your offensive shots 
with maximum spin. Refined serves and topspins are excellent with this 
racquet and are easy to control. Attack with reason with the JOOLA 
Rosskopf Attack!

ROSSKOPF JUNIOR PRO
JOOLA Rosskopf Jr - The perfect racket for kids!                                                
The ITTF approved Vizon rubbers grip the ball perfectly, support all 
shots and have excellent control.  The shortened handle and racket 
head reduce the total weight and provide a more comfortable playing 
experience for kids to have a lot of fun at table tennis!

ROSSI SERIES
RACKETS
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CARBON X PRO
The ultimate table tennis bat for highest demands!
The carbon fabric integrated in the blade provides incomparable dynamics 
and a consistently high performance over the entire blade. The performance 
of the ITTF approved micron rubbers is on absolute top level and guarantees 
strokes with maximum spin + speed. Take your game to the next level with 
the JOOLA Carbon X Pro.

MEGA CARBON
Blast through your opponents with ease!The Mega Carbon racket from 
JOOLA is exceptionally high geared with speed, spin and control. With 
built in Catapult Cell Technology in it’s ITTF Approved Upp rubber, and 
Carbon Power fibers in the handle – the Mega Carbon is an offensive 
player’s dream!

CARBON CONTROL
The pinnacle of Carbon feeling!The Carbon Control racket from JOOLA 
utilizes integrated carbon powder for ground breaking control and 
feeling. This works hand-in-hand with our Catapult Cell Technology to 
absorb incoming speed and spin, resulting in masterful control.

CARBON PRO
Carbon competition bat in 5-star quality with 1.9 mm high-quality JOOLA 4 
YOU rubbers (ITTF). The JOOLA Carbowood Technology provides a larger 
sweet spot, less vibration, more stroke accuracy through its Carbon fibre 
reinforcement.

CARBON SERIES
RACKETS
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